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It’s terribly embarrassing to be a body. Perhaps that is why we prefer to think we have our bodies, like pets 
that do their dirty business while we politely look away. We lapse into ideas of an immaterial soul, an airy 
thing tethered to the flesh until it can float free of its bulk. Plato was rude to the body and Descartes thought 
himself above it. We don’t want to make the same mistake; we want to return to the body and humble the 
soul.

The body becomes a blessed and brutal lesson in ignorance: each of us considers their body as if another 
unconscious were overlaid upon the first: “I” know almost nothing of “it.” Besides a vague network of 
muscles, tendons and veins, I find, as Alexandra Kleeman writes, “a massed wetness pressing in on itself.” 
The body presses so closely against me as to become the very condition of my distance from anything else. 
What I see is the terrible vision of its distance from any clarity. 

To see anything clearly, we must distinguish objective knowledge about the body from the practical 
knowledge for which it is a vast, chambered repository. I structure my surroundings according to my bodily 
capabilities: I see what my body knows how to manipulate. I pass through doors, pull out chairs, wipe my 
nose (or ass), and the body knows what to do, and my reflections remain uninterrupted. My most basic 
forms of experience and understanding (perspective, orientation, proprioception) are the work of my body, 
which spins of and out of itself a wire-frame world fleshed out according to its structure and abilities. 

Merleau-Ponty writes, “the body is our general means of having a world.” Thus, in making the theme of this 
issue Flesh & Form we opened ourselves to any world-making that appreciated the primacy of the body, and, 
as testified by the dizzying variety of works we received, this criterion did not prove a limit. We can talk 
about anything when we talk about bodies, envision everything when we look through pores and orifices 
as portals. 

Here we present artists who do away with the idea that the body has been mapped out definitively, who 
develop new ways of articulating its territories and lines of flight alike. One can imagine the pieces that 
follow in this volume and those that escape its bounds online as a series of measurements—often startling 
and beautiful, measures without measure—for new maps of the body.

Contributors to this third issue of the newly revived Review generously reformulate tactile and conceptual 
questions of agency, technology, fluidity, and defiance. As a result, we hope that this issue may help us 
extend our experiences of being and becoming the possibilities of flesh and form.

Sofía Benitez, Editor-in-Chief

Christian Prince, Managing Editor



Cannupa Hanska Luger, Mirror Shield Project, 2016
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Anuncio’s Thirteenth Last Love Song 
Nathaniel Mackey

    —“mu” two hundred tenth part—

  Toward the end we lived a bodiless life.
    Anuncia kept sorrow at bay as I lay
busted up. I was feeling more alive than
                                                                          ever
      even so, more alive albeit or because
  life had grown strange, what was left of
    bodily life gone waftless, no musk floated
our way… I lay observing a lilac’s routine
                                                                            mira-
    cle, opening as it did, seeming to say, of
      all things, it would never die. Anuncia
turned and walked away. I noticed the lengthen-
  ing sag of her buttocks, bodiless though we
                                                                                    both
    were, the far side of bodily draw. A certain
something I saw words would not accrue to 
  I also noticed, something I took to be seeming
                                                                                       it-
      self, a certain something seeming nothing or 
  nothing in particular, the potential to seem, noth-
    ing more… New terror attacks were on the TV 
                                                                                         at
  the foot of the bed, the world busted up it seemed.
    Seeming’s attack on seeming I said let’s call it,
more to myself than to Anuncia though she heard it,
                                                                                                  bod-
    iless though we continued to be. What manner of
realm were we in we couldn’t help wondering, love’s
  evident flight merely one of its provocations, what
                                                                                                man-
      ner and what put us there… An intergalactic dust
  intervened I thought, no sooner thought than saw
    it so clearly I rubbed my eyes and looked again,
                                                                                             eve-
  ry kiss of late a kiss good-
bye
                    •

    I was hearing the flow of music thru time, the 
same headache over the ages. I heard a circle of 
  beakless cardinals caroling light beyond audition,
                                                                                              ma-
      larial hush calling it all a contrivance, nothing
  offered up otherwise. I was caught by surprise  
    by it ending, then caught by surprise again, Anun-
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cia standing again at the bed’s edge… I lay imagining 
                                                                                                  what
    leaving my body would be like, bodiless though we 
      already were, our being so a test or a foretaste I won-
dered, taking between my thumb and my index finger
  the hem of her dress. Moot proof it amounted to were 
                                                                                                      it 
proof at all, everything known to be a construct, noth-
    ing itself anymore… I was remembering Anuncia’s 
  perfumed cleavage, remembering not reminiscing, 
                                                                                                not
    forgetting we were bodiless, the boon it was. I was
remembering the night she first bestowed her favors, 
  not reminiscing but remembering the it of it, bearing 
                                                                                                    down
      knowing now there was an it of it, bodiliness’s ruin
  our redoubt. My sinuses were filled with glue, food
    sat bubbling on my stomach, all of it abstract, a meta-
physical complaint, qualms afflicted drums, as were 
                                                                                                 we…
    Qualm thought’s thought of itself I said let’s call it, 
thought’s metaphysical conceit. I was feeling the way
  the light moved inside the hem of Anuncia’s dress, my
                                                                                                       in-
    dex finger and thumb hold-
ing on
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  My worsening hip no longer in the way, I walked
    unencumbered could it be called walking what
I did, all the jitteriness of gusting air, winded remit.
                                                                                              The
      boon being bodiless was I was newly learning…  
        I was in school, even back in school, memory vs. 
  reminiscence an inequation written on the board, 
    Anuncia my school-teacher muse. We were sheer 
                                                                                                mind
      again, freed of our sagging skin. Thinking’s own
  habitude, we loved each other’s thoughts, each the
                                                                                                oth-
    er’s prodigy, precocious cohort, 
kin
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                    •

            (chant)

    Citizen vs. denizen an inequation we came to
as well, the TV on lest we miss the latest out-
  rage. Anuncia took me in under the smock she
                                                                                          no
    longer wore, bodily need for cover long since
gone. She escorted me into rarified air, mere
  air, air what before had been tissue and bone,
                                                                                       love’s
    exact quiddity, suchness I said let’s call it, such-
      ness Anuncia concurred. We had been a vio-
  lin played like a sarangi, fibrousness and rasp all
                                                                                             there
        was, all body was. We were nothing but pertur-
    bation the air underwent… My fingers and my
      palms cupped Anuncia’s cheeks but for bodiless-
  ness, not-having’s way of having mine to learn.
                                                                                           Bod-
    ily retreat gotten to, time taken, we were living
a timeless life, the bond it wouldn’t always be. 
  Slack demeanor we at one time wore fell away,
                                                                                          the 
      mystic assembly breath and bone were revealed
  to be. Not a divine but a demiurgic tryst Anuncia 
    said let’s call it, warbling I’d have sworn I heard,  
                                                                                             bird 
lore gotten of late… All it was was we were in Aire-
    gin it occurred to me, music’s two-way topos,
  anagrammatic stoop, elongated stop. We were in
                                                                                              and
      of the book, the book itself, lexicality’s permuta-
  ble drift, the migrating they we also were. By the
    time it was gotten down it was gone, the book what
                                                                                                     no
        longer was. Between book’s end and bed’s edge
    we tarried, late light exquisitely strung it so upheld us,
      beginning to bid our bodies goodbye, bone good-
  bye, aggravated body and bone. It was all moving on,
                                                                                                     we
      with it, Anuncia’s teacherly girth mere memory, air
        our valedictory embrace... Had we bodies we’d have 
  sidled up to one another, stood closer were we stand-
    ing, sat closer were we sitting, crossed legs were we 
                                                                                                      lying 
      down. What we’d have done had we bodies we’d al-
  ready done. Air had become all thrum, body had be-
    come all edge, what cut. Smoke hang over Crater. It
                                                                                                    was
  all toward the end, to what end we were unclear. Horse-
    hair. Sirening string… Was it air was only its image
we wondered, mind alone, floating free, image a mirage I
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                                                                                                           won-
    dered, had we bodies, bodies of air all we were. Toward
the end we were only so much breath, were we that. “Call
  it virtuality’s precinct,” Anuncia whispered, hoping to take 
                                                                                                               the 
    edge off the worked-up air we flew. “Thought’s own prin-
cipality,” she added, the thought of which put us over, the 
  we she insisted we’d be, albeit bodiless, the way not-having 
                                                                                                                 had 
      with us, possessed… The true heroes of air it would be
  we wanted to be, aerial spirit. Pure impending was all it was
    we strove to be, what what had been bodies wanted to be, 
                                                                                                                 the
  falling away finding our
way
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At song’s end we went on singing, a fugue slip into 
    hymnal out of bed’s edge, not so much a last as
  a lasting song. We were wanting to be remembered, 
                                                                                                    air 
      no matter we were, not yet light we were. Scraps 
        and a record of scuffle verified the law, that there 
    was an ocean one was only a drop in, onliness’s 
                                                                                             one-
        drop rule… We were wanting to be among the 
    remembered, no matter a weakening polis, words or 
      shades of feeling no one knew. We were a part of 
                                                                                                   the 
    world’s adornment or would be, bodiless though we 
      were, naked had we bodies, airs yet to have been, had 
                                                                                                           we
    been
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  Could we kiss without lips, embrace without bod-
    ies, negation’s impossible proof. We pervaded the
realm we were in, the realm we were, the leafless
                                                                                             Book
      of So… Who touched us touched anything but, the
  anywhere else we’d be. Thought’s decree, thought’s
    desiderata, platonic or plutonic we’d be… So near, so
                                                                                                    far,
      no difference. Both it 
    turned out we’d 
  be



Mickalene Thomas, Maya #7, 2015





Mickalene Thomas,   
Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe les 
Trois Femme Noir #4, 2017
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Facially Neutral
Engram Wilkinson 

Not as the other guests do it: dimples
knocking each eye forward, capable
postures. Each smile is the result of
being supervised. In the photograph 
I see a few fingertips, my own head 
rolling away from the passersby who
notice I must laugh in order to smile.
Is it still so obvious what I forgot back
there, what happened along the pond’s
margin, if it can be said that, anywhere
else, light diffuses evenly across any
body enjoined by the hands it, as they’re
doing it, conceals. Every description 
is directive: Notice. Please. Do. I feel
now I’ve been digested by a reclusive
miracle but the placard only explains
we should walk across the gallery. After
mimesis but sometime before the old-
fashioneds, the plate of macarons I ate
standing, I thought you would let each
gesture stay in place but it has never 
been that easy. I taped my mouth shut
to stop apologizing, and still each kiss
remains a rapprochement of typical
empathies. When I started law school
everyone warned me Con Law would
be my hardest class, but those cases
are what my professor calls the “law of
the land.” As I do it, reading resembles
shame, but by contrast the field of tort
law is vibrant, with conflictual notions
across jurisdictions of who can recover
for what kinds of loss. A friend leads
you into the only open exhibit: Louise
Bourgeois’ Spiders. Bourgeois created 
the first of her darkly compelling sculptures

in the mid-1990s, when she was in her
eighties. They are inside the biography, 
or the biography is my home, which is
only to say there is a certain bilateralism
that’s formed between the knuckles
I’ve let my discounted hand soap crack 
and the voices gusseting this conceit
which, let’s face it, was never exactly
interested in the first years or our hands,
but that one’s spinneret? There is no 
waiting for tomorrow to study the face’s 
agenda. I want to show you which question 
I let emulsify in the pooling light but you 
are looking up. I opened my jacket’s
pocket to put away my glasses and 
found another monument built, this
time, without the surprise’s materials. 
Forgive each pause for crispening. An
adjacent moment broadens my shoulders.
Come over. A napkin dabs over the old
dispositions. I will never wear them again.

Right: Tobias Klein, 
Vessels of Vanitas II, 2016 







Above: Tobias Klein,  
Glass Mutation I and II, 2017 
Left: Tobias Klein, Glass  
Mutation I, 2017
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Potential Consciousness
Engram Wilkinson 

After taking the latest 
medicine I was thinking
about Noam Chomsky’s 
career, the movement from
Aspects of the Theory
of Syntax to global  
economics. Any 
interesting generative 
grammar will be dealing, 
for the most part, with
mental processes
that are far beyond 
the level of actual or
even potential consciousness… 
coffee percolates, dogs
twitch in their sleep as
morning, uninsured,  
gathers under the pure,
expensive thrill of any
mediation. Where did 
the light get off on 
demanding these  
compensatory damages,
what we ignored by
discovering another
posture for likely? 
Funders have a stake 
in sustaining the US 
considerable economy 
for their own exports. 
There is no way to make
confident predictions,
but it seems clear
that the entire world
is in a tenuous situation…
I try rehearsing my own 
moral argument in 

the mirror, returning
to self-reflected 
hands, whose latent 
intelligence is the only 
one now. Noon assures 
this evening will be 
re-trained with new
precedents. Where 
did we last see 
the distraction behave 
tolerantly? Imagine 
the first resolved dispute. 
The apology. The horizon 
never proselytizing. 

~ 

Or did the sadness even 
begin? Was I inside
the house, wiring an old
console through our
TV’s new components? 
Based, I think, on where 
the migraines start, there’s
no difference in simulation 
and narrative, despite
what the first levels always
deny. I’m surprised 
exploration still works. 
When I see the doctor, 
should I emphasize the
old, withholding linearity
of easy puzzle solving, or
gesticulate in hopes she’ll
understand the schedule
is an old history dealing,
for the most part, with
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a tenuous situation only 
she can resolve. A tree
roots in a hologram under
which I buried another
reference to how power
operates in this world. 
Did I tell you about the
eyes? What the light
does at dusk when I reset
the camera. In the photo 
of my grandmother’s 
backyard: destructible
planters, immovable 
chairs, distant action
swings over paneling
images of repeating
gestures, half-memories
of the direction I can
almost remember 
my head jerking. How
narcissistic to think
the dead watch over us.

~

The tree is a grammar 
used to explain what
we kept in the spare 
room, why light, confronted 
with narrative co-
construction,
reclines, peels another bit 
of leather from your 
ancestor’s ottoman. This 
is why I don’t want kids.
Stuttering through this
description of disaster, 

did I want it to go another
way? If we’d kept that
memory card there would
be no futures to mourn, 
but what a punishment! 
Trapped in a frontispiece.
How will I survive without 
someone to outsmart? Each 
depression blithely forked 
our syntax, so climb over
the indeterminate diagnosis
for last month’s ongoing
sinusoidal problems. A man
testing for lead gets a cold
splash of something notional
over his shoulder. Fear 
exercises in light. Evening
drains into the evangelical  
familiarity of distance. 
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Visualization Exercise
Austin Rodenbiker

Here, Rylan. Imagine your spine as an emanation of light. 
Imagine you move in all directions at once. Imagine your life 
as a cat’s life.   Imagine how glass becomes slippery 
in the rain how the harder you grasp the more difficult it becomes 
Become, Rylan Imagine your head is an infinite furnace A flat surface 
You become the light in the bathroom too bright it wakes 
the man asleep

in your bed
In your bed imagine you have a shout in your body 

   that wants to get out

    a    surface     furnace 

a    cat shout

              a    light life

a move

a body at once 

a rain glass

   a slippery  infinite 

a   man asleep

a life in bed 

    a difficult 

a  become

   a   furnace furnace

      a light    alight

Previous: Tobias Klein, Vessels  
of Vanitas II (detail), 2016  

Right: M. Sharkey, Mars, 2013





M. Sharkey, Jay O.K., 2009
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Beauty
Brandon French

Mama says a woman without beauty might as well be dead. I have been a pageant girl since I 
was six months old and I have 11 big crowns, 27 little crowns, and 19 trophies. Mama had my 
stepdaddy Hoot build a trophy case to show them off but now it’s too small for all of them so 
she lets me keep some of the little ones in my room as long as I don’t break them.

Mama has a scrapbook with all my pageant pictures since I was a baby. I love to look at them 
because I can’t remember the way-back ones and I like to see how cute I was. But Mama doesn’t 
like the word cute she says it’s what you call a girl who’s homely when you don’t want to hurt 
her feelings. Cute is the booby prize she says. Beautiful is the prize to win—the Grand Supreme.

Today Mama is taking me to my pageant coach Mr. Eugene. He makes me laugh the way he 
waves his arms and prances around like Santa’s reindeers to show me how to walk and shake 
my booty. Hoot says Mr. Eugene is a fairy but he doesn’t look like a fairy to me he has no wings 
and fairies are always girls so Hoot is just being silly—that’s what Mama says.

Mama was a pageant girl when she was little but Hoot says now she is just a fatso and could 
only win a prize in the Miss Piggy contest if there ever was one. He says Mama is the dumbest 
dummy in the whole world of dumbbells. That’s because she put her cell phone in a bowl of rice 
after she dropped it on the floor like Hoot did after Mama dropped it in the toilet. Did somebody 
bounce you on your head when you were a baby? Hoot said. The rice is for sucking the toilet 
water out. When it falls on the floor, it’s just dead, you dumbo. Mama said Hoot don’t you talk to 
me that way or I’ll bite off your cahooties. Hoot said there’s no such thing as cahooties Lori Ann. 
You are dumb as a box of rocks.

I know what cahooties are even though I’m only six. Tiny boy balls. My little brother Chester 
has them and our dog Wizard had big ones until the vet chopped them off. When I want to 
make Chester cry I tell him his cahooties are next. 

Mr. Eugene lives with Mr. Alex and a dog named Victor. Victor is a French bull dog but he 
doesn’t speak French.  Mr. Alex speaks French to him anyway whenever he doesn’t want Mr. 
Eugene to know what he’s saying. He says Mr. Eugene is a co-shon and Mr. Eugene is a poo-tan 
isn’t he Victor? Yes he is baby boy and Mr. Eugene says What? What? in a high screechy voice 
and turns all red like one of Hoot’s roosters. Victor still has his cahooties. When I ask Mr. Alex 
when he is going to have them chopped off, he gets even redder than Mr. Eugene. NEVER!!!  
he screams.

Mama says Chester has to go with us to my pageants because Hoot is busy building houses 
and grandma is too old to care for a toddler but all he does is run around the hallways wearing 
my pageant costumes and screaming that he is soooo pitty. I don’t know why Mama and Hoot 
had to go and have Chester. He’s a poopy little worm and I hate him. Mama says someday I will 
love him and be glad I have a little brother but I don’t believe it.
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The pageant we’re going to this weekend—The Fairy Princess Pageant—is high glitz which 
means lots of sparkly costumes and big eyelashes and extra curls piled on top of my head and 
I have to wear my flipper because my new front teeth are only halfway down. Mama’s friend 
Joanie is coming along with us to do my hair and make-up because she went to beauty school in 
Pittsburgh. I have to get sprayed at The Tannery because Mama says pale little white girls look 
piti-ful in the bright stage lights and they never win the Grand Supreme crowns. Hoot says I 
better win some big bucks soon or he is going to cancel Mama’s credit cards. Mama tells him to 
badword himself—the ‘f’ badword I’m not supposed to say. 

On pageant day Mama and Hoot have a big fight about how much Mama paid for my 
princess gown two thousand dollars and when Joanie tries to get them to stop shouting Hoot 
smacks her in the head and then the police come and Hoot says it was an accident and the police 
give Hoot a warning and then we are late for the pageant. Mama keeps fanning herself with her 
hand when we run into the hotel and yelling calm down calm down because Joanie is still upset 
and my brother is screaming that he is thirsty and wants a grape Slurpee.

I am crabby because we don’t have time for lunch so Mama gives me two Pixie Stix which 
are long straws full of little candies. They make me jumpy and perky which the judges like. My 
brother wants Pixie Stix too but they make him too jumpy and perky so Mama says no and he 
cries and Mama spanks him and he runs off into the hallway screaming his head off. Joanie 
and Mama are too busy taking the curlers out of my hair and getting me into my Beauty gown 
to chase after him. Mama says he can’t go far because this part of the hotel is closed off except 
for pageant contestants and their families and we are so late it’s almost time for me to go on 
stage for the Beauty competition which comes first before the Talent competition. Now we are 
running and I hear my name on the loud speaker and Mama shouts at Joanie to go back and look 
for Chester and I hear my name being called again and Mama is pulling me so hard I think my 
arm will come off any minute. 

Breathe Jilly she says to me. Smile she whispers and pushes me onto the stage. I breathe 
and smile and parade in front of the judges and the MC man says things about me, like I love 
to dance and sing and go to church and play pageant with my little brother which is a lie that 
Mama wrote and Mama is standing with the other mommies and spinning around to remind me 
to twirl and poking her cheeks with her fingers so I remember to show my dimples.

When I get off the stage Joanie is back but she didn’t find my brother. We run around the 
hallways yelling Chester! Chester! but he doesn’t answer.  We look in all the rooms and closets 
and behind the drapes and underneath the chairs and in the men’s bathroom. Chester is on the 
floor by the toilet with his pants pulled down and his face all red and snotty. He makes little 
squeaking noises like a baby mouse.
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Mama grabs him off the bathroom floor and hugs him and Joanie pulls his pants up and 
Mama says somebody touched him a pre-verb touched my little boy and we all go find the 
pageant director and Mama yells at her about the pre-verb and the pageant director yells for the 
security guard and everybody starts looking for the pre-verb. I think maybe he has horns like 
the devil but he’s wearing a hat to hide them.

When Mama and Joanie are getting me into my cowgirl outfit for the Talent contest some of 
the other mommies start whispering and laughing and trash talking about Mama loud enough 
for her to hear. They say she is a bad mommy and fat and stupid and Mama calls them the 
b-word and the c-word and says they are a bunch of fat asses. They say she is the fattest ass of 
all just look in the mirror they say if she can find a mirror big enough.

I am very dizzy when it’s my turn to go on stage but Mama says go go go. I sing Girls Just 
want to Have Fun but I forget some of the words and Mama shouts Oh daddy dear you know 
you’re still number one so then I remember but when I do my little dance at the end I see one of 
the daddies is wearing a hat a red one that says Hot and Damn which is a devil word and I trip 
and fall down on the stage and then I start to cry because I know Mama will be mad at me.

I win Best Gown which is a little trophy but another girl who tap danced and sang If You 
Think I’m Sexy wins the Grand Supreme Fairy Princess crown and one thousand dollars and a 
pink electric Mercedes mini car. Mama keeps saying it’s okay it’s okay but she is crying and her 
mascara makes long black lines all the way down her face and drips on her new pink blouse.

When we are driving home Mama tells Joanie she’s not going to take Chester to the pageants 
anymore because of all the pre-verbs. We finally have lunch—Big Macs and fries and Mama 
lets me have some of her chocolate milk shake even though it could make me fat. Chester 
looks so droopy I give him my fries and I don’t tease him for smearing ketchup all over his face 
like red lipstick. Maybe Hoot will put his foot down and say Mama has to stop pageants if he 
finds out about Chester and the pre-verb. I could tell him. But that would make Mama very sad 
because I am her only hope. 
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Untitled
Jane Hertenstein 

So we planned a memorial service.
Grief is an unmapped trip. Neither my brother nor I knew exactly where to turn. 

What was the right or wrong thing to do?
The service ended up feeling like a birthday party for an octogenarian. People 

came with well-wishes and no presents and stood around “celebrating” Mom’s life in 
language so vague they could have been talking about Wimsie, a dog we used to have 
before we had her put to sleep. 

Death has a way of making you forget and also remember. Like at the moment you 
find out, the news hits you sharp, in the gut. Intensely immediate. It’s all you can think 
of. Even if you try to think of something else, you know you’re trying to forget. 

It’s a bit like trying to get a dog to focus. When Wimsie pooped on the family room 
floor (which happened often as she’d lose control of her bowels whenever excited 
which was like ALL THE TIME) we were told to rub her nose in it and then whack her 
with a newspaper. Well, that whacking would just never happen. I was too much of a 
pacifist. Instead I tried to shame her by grabbing her little doggy face to get her to look 
at the pile of do-do. The more I’d force her to see it the more she’d twist her head to 
look at me. 

That’s how forgetting is, the more you try to forget, the more one ends up 
stubbornly remembering. And visa versa, the more you rub remembering in the nose 
of a person, they sometimes end up getting distracted and forgetting by mistake. 

Some distant cousins came and some aunts and uncles, but we were never a very 
close extended family. There were also old friends of my parents whose names I 
couldn’t remember. They had to introduce themselves to me and still I didn’t get who 
they were.

Out in the parking lot the funeral home a woman approached me, grabbed my hand 
and whispered, she will be missed.

I nodded as I watched her re-cross the lot to her car, leaving me standing in the 
quiet and sunshine. Far off, a train whistle blew. 

Later I would drive to the grocery store to get boxes; we had to pack up the rest of 
Mom’s stuff.
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Half Life of Birds
Danie Shokoohi 

Josiah takes his sleep in three hour sips. He wakes, 
he wanders his home, he knits, he sips again. 
Bruises have satcheled themselves to his eyes. 
Once, he slept beside another person and lulled to 
sleep on her breathing. She used to put her hair up 
at night and sometimes, in her sleep, she would 
reach for him. Josiah thumbs those memories 
until he has worn her touch thin. Until he can’t 
remember if her skin felt like skin or if it felt like 
bone.

Josiah sips his sleep, and he wakes, and he 
remembers. He sips, and he wakes, and he walks 
down the stairs, and he walks through the house, 
and he unlocks the door to the shop out front, and 
he paces like a still-breathing specter among the 
mounted audience of stags heads and the shelves 
of posed birds and the shelves of spindly mice. 
He touches them as he walks, and he remembers 
tanning their hides, and stitching their seams, and 
crafting their forms from styrofoam and epoxy. 
He addresses them as old friends. He wishes the 
dead could speak.

He sips, and he sips again, and when he wakes, 
he forgets it’s her ghost in bed beside him. He 
tries not to think of plastic tubing and the sharp 
needles of IV bags. He dreams of flesh falling 
from her in the casket. When the morning comes, 
Josiah wakes unsettled. When the morning comes, 
Josiah imagines himself whole. Years slip through 
his fingers this way.

*

Josiah runs the taxidermy shop with no assistance. 
It’s not as difficult as his father told him it would 
be, but then Josiah doesn’t barter time with a 
family of his own. He spends most of the day and 
some of the night in his workshop. Often, Josiah 
loses track of time. He’s affixed a copper cowbell 
above the entryway, and when a customer comes 
in, it jangles him to the front of the store.

Sometimes his customers time their visits 
poorly, when he is deep in the delicate work of 
molding the forms and folds of muscle from epoxy. 
Then, the customers must wait because the epoxy 
will not. He’s learned to watch for it, the casual gait 
of a walking hunter, or the rubbed red eyes of a 
griever. The grievers sink into the plush armchairs 
at the front of the store, stare into the distance. The 
hunters pace the shelves and examine the stag 
heads mounted high on the walls, joke about deer 
flank, make puns about dead meat. His manner 
must change according to which the customer is. 
Josiah likes the hunters best, though the grievers 
bring him most of his business. The hunters shake 
the death from the corners of the room, render it 
some mere tangible thing no more threatening 
than a clementine. Anyway, he rarely keeps them 
waiting. He conducts most of his business by 
appointment.

Sometimes, his customers are unexpected, 
which usually means a curiosity seeker. It is best 
to leave them to their own devices. They seem to 
prefer it that way, without him watching them like 
some startled ghoul from the register.
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The curiosity seekers pick their way through 
the glass and metal shelves of the store. 
Sometimes they take pictures, holding up the well-
dressed owls or posing cutely with the field mice, 
some souvenir of their tourism of the supposed 
macabre. Sometimes, they shiver and peer about, 
as if they’ve been dared to come in and can’t wait 
to flee to the safe daylight. Josiah does not mind if 
the curiosity seekers leave while he works. They 
rarely buy anything.

When Izzie (Isabelle, but she insisted on Izzie, 
even to his mother) first came into the shop, back 
in those high school days, Josiah thought she’d 
be a curiosity seeker, because he recognized her. 
She’d just started their school in the fall, and he 
had math class with her. She had the look of a 
goldfinch—sturdy bones and sharp eyes.

She’d given him a little nod as she came in, and 
he’d wondered about it. It wasn’t a kind nod, but 
it wasn’t unkind either. Josiah did not nod back. 
He watched her. As she walked up and down the 
shelves, she touched things. Josiah did not like it 
when his classmates came in and touched things. 
After, he’d find the broken-off paws of mice or 
the crushed beaks of sparrows. So he watched. 
After a few minutes, she picked up a squirrel and 
brought it to the register. “This is the Curiosity 
Shop, right?” she asked. Her voice was low and 
raspy and loud. Josiah nodded.

“Do you sell curiosity or satisfy it?” She did not 
smile.

“That isn’t a particularly new joke, if you 
thought to be original.” Josiah bookmarked his 
geometry notebook with one finger. His damp skin 
stuck to the page, and when he withdrew it later, 
he’d found his sweat had smeared the graphite.

She placed both hands next to each other on the 
counter, making a triangle with her thumbs. She 
wore her nails short and unpolished and bitten. 

The strap of her satchel bag cut across her chest. It 
was studded with button pins of quotes, and more 
quotes, and a few odd cartoon animals. “Why do 
they call you Bird Boy? At school, I mean,” she 
said. “No one calls you by your name.”

Josiah felt his face warm and his hands clenched 
around the notebook. “You came in here to find out 
why they call me Bird Boy?”

“No, I came in here to find out your name. And 
to buy a squirrel.”

Often, his customers whispered. As if death, 
like a predator, might hear them. He’d liked Izzie, 
because Izzie did not whisper and Izzie was not 
intimidated by something so small as death.

* 
A few hours before the shop closes on Wednesday, 
Josiah’s mother stops by without warning. He 
hears the car crunching gravel in the parking lot, 
hears the tell-tale squawk of her brakes, but he 
holds out hope it isn’t her until the doorbell goes off 
back in the house. Most visitors come in through 
the shop door. Only his mother goes all the way 
round the back to ring the bell. She stops by like 
this during work hours, when she knows he’ll be 
in and cannot hide from her.

He wishes he could make her wait—Mrs. 
Joblanski would be in early for pickup, and there 
was a long way yet before the Yorkshire Terrier 
spread on his workbench could go home. It won’t 
take him long to baseball stitch the last few inches 
of spine. But Mother is liable to pound the doors, 
and if she starts that up, his stitches will be rushed. 
Mrs. Joblanski is old fashioned, prefers traditional 
taxidermy to the more vogue freeze-preservation 
method. She pays him not only for the preservation 
but for the art. That must be respected. He sets 
down the needle, and the attached fishing line 
catches the light like spider silk.
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When he opens the door, Mother stands with 
her back to him, scanning the backyard. He 
wonders if she notices how the breeze ripples 
the long grass like crisp golden waves, or if she 
sees only the past life of her garden. She cradles a 
paper bag on one hip. The gossamer of sweet corn 
clings to the bag’s folds. Early American settlers 
once used corn as a form of currency.

Mother too brings him vegetables for barter. 
As Mother turns toward him, the tawny light of 
early evening makes her eyes as blue and watery 
as pet store betta fish swimming in novelty cups. 
She wears new glasses, thick-framed and neon 
green, crawling with plump ladybugs. “I brought 
sweet corn from the farmer’s market,” she says. 
“And cherries.”

“Mother,” he says. She sweeps past him into the 
house as if she still lives here. The nubbins of her 
black heeled shoes click on the hardwood floor. 
“Was I expecting you?” he asks, though he knows 
he was not.

“No, no, just little old Momsy stopping by to say 
hello.” She hesitates at the mouth of the kitchen, 
eyeballs the pile of recycling that’s grown up the 
wall, the folded pizza boxes, the two- liter bottles, 
the cartons of macaroni and cheese. “Men have 
all the luck. If I ate that many carbs, you’d have 
to hire a forklift to carry me around.” She pushes 
the paper bag into his arms, as if passing him an 
infant.

“It’s a bad time. Last week of wild turkey 
season.”

The left corner of Mother’s mouth tics upward. 
“Turkeys. Of course.” Mother holds her head in 
the same upright manner as a peacock he’d once 
stuffed for a wild game hunter. He’d thought of 
her as he worked on the bird, and only then did he 
get it right, that necessary tincture of arrogance 
and sadness. She rests her hand on the wall. Her 

nails, long and acrylic, skitter as she drags them 
across the floral wallpaper. Skitter, click, skitter, 
click as she walks. When she reaches the corner 
of the hallway, she lifts a finger to him. “You really 
ought to dust more, darling.”

Josiah bites hard on his tongue. It welts between 
his teeth, and his mouth floods with the wet sour 
of pain. “Would you like some tea?”

“Nothing fancy,” Mother says. As if he’d serve 
her anything of real quality when she can’t even 
determine the difference between a Keemun black 
and an English breakfast tea. Josiah keeps a box 
of earl gray teabags, just for her visits. “And bring 
some of those cherries.”

She skitter clicks her way to the living room, 
pausing every few steps to pick a peeling of 
wallpaper, to pluck some paperclip or yarn from 
the coffee table. Like a crow, collecting ribbon for 
its nest.

Josiah takes the paper bag to the kitchen and 
fishes out the cherries. They come in a glossy 
paper container, like fast-food fries. The sink is 
mortared with dishes Josiah tells himself are just 
soaking, though the dishwasher still swells with 
its last load. The dishes clank as he shoves the 
strainer of cherries between them and the tap. 
He pours the cherries into a glass bowl. They are 
small and dark, like duck hearts. He shivers and 
knows he’ll be unable to eat them.

Tea must be kept in a dark dry place, safe from 
humidity and strong smells. Josiah keeps his tea in 
a special metal cabinet he’s installed in the bottom 
half of what had formerly been a linen closet. He 
scans the careful handprinted labels on the metal 
drawers and settles on the last of the gyokuro tea. 
Gyokuro is a stubborn bush, starved of sunlight 
in its last few weeks. While it chokes on darkness, 
its will to survive deepens the flavor of the tea to 
the savoriness of sweetened broth. Josiah drinks 
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it whenever he hopes the tea’s bravery will fortify 
him. Which is to say, Josiah drinks it often.

In his absence, Mother has seated herself 
primly at the edge of a straight-backed chair. The 
armchair, broad-lipped like a teacup and patched 
with balding magenta velvet, was a wedding 
present from her. She is the only one who ever sits 
in it.

Mother’s visits are the only reason he goes into 
the living room. From the first night they’d moved 
in, Izzie had claimed it. Everything in our lives is 
from your childhood, she’d said. Don’t you ever think, 
‘maybe Izzie would like a thing or two of her own in our 
house?’

What did she expect him to do, precisely? 
Demolish the whole building and rebuild a new one?

Getting new wallpaper would be a start.
She’d pulled down the paintings of songbirds 

and Mother’s framed cross-stitch, built ceiling-
high bookshelves in walnut wood to match the 
trim and to hide the wallpaper he wouldn’t let 
her take down. She hadn’t let him help. This room 
is mine, Scarecrow Man. Her ceramic statues of 
faeries and dragons still decorate the bookshelves 
with unpolished crystals, bookends of metal 
horses. The leather couch still slouches under the 
reading lamp in suggestion of the curve of her. 
The stereo in the far corner of the room bates the 
silence where once Wagner and Chopin played 
in the evening while she read Russian novels or 
French poetry and he would knit in the armchair 
across the room. The blanket thrown over the 
back of the couch still carries her perfume in some 
of its creases, just a spot or two of sweet orchid. 
For their fourth anniversary, Josiah had stuffed a 
raven for her and named him Allen. They dressed 
Allen in a dapper vest and metal reading glasses, 
and they planted him on the bookshelf beside her 
collection of Poe.

Josiah sets the serving tray down on the coffee 

table and retreats with his cup to the armchair 
on the opposite side of the room. Mother ignores 
her cup, lifts the bowl of cherries to her knee. 
She searches the mound with her nails for choice 
morsels. Juice stains her lower lip red.

“I’m hosting a dinner party on Sunday.” Her 
mouth disappears behind her napkin. “I’d like you 
to come.”

“I’m busy Sunday night,” Josiah says. The 
gyokuro in his cup is the exact shade of peridot. 
What he would give, to be so strong.

“With what, Josiah? The wild turkeys?”
“I’ve got seven of them set for pick up on 

Monday.”
“The shop isn’t even open Sunday night.”
“I need it to play catch-up. It’s been a busy 

season.”
“It’s always a busy season.” Mother deposits her 

nest of garbage on the coffee table, so to jab the 
air toward him with a taloned pointer finger. “All 
day, you’re pulling the organs out of animals in 
that little room of death. When do you go outside? 
When do you see living people?”

“Monday through Saturday, nine am to seven 
pm.”

She purses her lips and sets down the napkin 
full of cherry pits. Their juice bleeds through the 
tissue and the sight of it makes him ill. “That’s not 
what I meant.”

“I know what you meant.”
Mother begins to pluck loose threads from her 

skirt. She adds the strings to her garbage pile. The 
mound of paper and yarn and metal, the small 
omens of inhabiting a home. As Mother pulls 
a long thread, Josiah imagines it will not end. It 
will stretch and stretch and ravel at her feet until 
impossible polyester covers the rug. “There’s 
someone I want you to meet. Lovely girl, divorced, 
not that much older than you. Thirty-two, I think.”

Josiah does not trust himself to speak, so he 
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says nothing. He sips his tea. She means well, after 
all. If nothing else can be said about Mother, it can 
be said that she means well.

“It’s been four years,” Mother says. “Isabelle 
would want you to be happy again.”

People like to say things like that, as if they 
knew Izzie, as if she had confessed it to them. She 
would want you to be happy, she wouldn’t want you to 
grieve her, she would want you to live a full life.

On one of those last evenings, when the pain 
in Izzie’s head was too much and she couldn’t 
steady her eyes on the page, Josiah had pulled a 
chair in from the kitchen and read to her. She’d lain 
shivering on the couch, bundled but for the nose 
in blankets, and he’d read her The Importance of 
Being Earnest, and put on accents and fake voices 
for all the characters, and had even enlisted the 
bookshelf raven to act the part of Gwendolyn. 
There were ravens kept in the Tower of London 
that had lived longer than Izzie. Every so often 
she’d wheezed from under that heap of blankets. 
The wheeze was all that was left of her laugh. I 
love you, Scarecrow Man, she said. With all your 
stuffing and straw. And if you replace me, I’ll rip my 
way out of the grave, and give you a zombie love bite, 
right through your pretty cheek.

“Did you know there’s a garbage patch the size 
of Texas in the Pacific ocean?”

Mother, in the act of placing another thread on 
her own garbage patch, hesitates with her fingers 
still mid-air. “Your point?”

“It happens because plastic doesn’t biodegrade.” 
“And?”

“Some things don’t degrade.”
“I’m not asking you to marry her. I’m asking you 

to come to a dinner party. Do not make me beg, Josiah.”
A floral cloying fills the room, and Josiah’s 

stomach turns. He leans forward to refill his tea 
from the pot on the coffee table, then he sets the 
teacup down beside the pot. He does not lean back. 

“I told you, Mother. I am busy on Sunday night.”
Mother does not move. She stares down at her 

hands, folded limply in her lap, and her eyes fill. 
“This isn’t enough.” It is the softness of her voice, 
the whisper, that hurts him. “I know you think so, I 
know you think of your father, but you aren’t him. 
For you, there was supposed to be more than just 
this.”

The room seems to breathe around him, the 
walls snug, and close, and far too warm.

When Josiah looks toward the bookshelf, Allen 
seems to be looking at him, his purple-black eyes 
harder than the bead itself could possibly be. He 
cannot drink the rest of the gyokuro. “I’ll go,” he 
says, and then he resolves not to think about it. 
He thinks, instead, of Mrs. Joblanski’s Yorkie, the 
delicate stitching he still needs to do down the 
spine.

* 
Josiah dreams that he’s married to a corpse. A 
corpse without skin, a corpse without eyes, a 
corpse of bone and human hair that wears Izzie’s 
favorite blue dress and occupies her spot on the 
couch. The corpse holds a Dostoevsky book about 
punishment. He brings it peppermint tea. He sits 
on the couch beside it, takes one hand of its hands. 
The bones are dry and warm. He touches the dark 
hair and it is still soft. She’d worked so hard to grow 
it long through their late teens, and the first time 
he saw her cry was when the hair first began to 
come away in her hands. When the breeze winds 
in through the open window, the bones rattle as if 
trying to speak.

“You’re supposed to be dead,” he tells her. 
“Dead like the field mice, and the sparrows, and 
the turkeys, and you’re supposed to stay there. 
You can’t keep coming back.” The corpse puts its 
mouth to his cheek, but instead of a kiss, it gives 
him the sharp edge of its teeth.
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When Josiah wakes, he turns on the light and 
flees down the stairs. He doesn’t slow, even when 
he stubs his toe on the uneven floorboards. He 
throws himself through the empty, dark house 
until he reaches the heavy door of the workshop, 
and only inside it does Josiah feel safe. It is familiar 
and comforting and blissfully empty. When pain 
has faded from his toe, and when his hands have 
stopped shaking, he sets to work on the turkeys.

Josiah is comfortable in his workshop in a way 
he is rarely comfortable among other people. He 
loves the wink of the metal instruments on the 
walls, the glossed pages of the reference books 
on the shelves, the musk of animal pelts. He loves 
his initials, gouged deep into the wood of the 
workbench, and his father’s initials above that, 
and his father’s father’s initials above his. He loves 
the flick of the needle threaded with fishing line. 
He loves the careful art of lidding the purple-
black beads to make eyes. He loves fluffing out 
the pelts with sawdust, blowing up the warm fur 
with the blow dryer. Josiah loves most of all the 
finished work, the animal caught in stillness that 
approximates, for just a moment, life.

Josiah accepts that most people find his comfort 
in the workshop discomforting. Josiah accepted 
this discomfort long before he’d ever made a single 
stitch or learned how to crack a scalpel under skin. 
It is a small town, and he was the taxidermist’s son.

In elementary school, he’d once snuck into the 
store to steal the scarlet tanager for show and tell. 
It was the best bird in father’s collection: plump 
and red amongst squint-eyed ducks, and sharp-
taloned owls, and dull-feathered sparrows. Josiah 
loved its gentle eyes and its sensible beak, the slick 
inkiness of its wings, and its downy fluff head.

He wrapped it carefully in squares of Kleenex, 
centered it in a gift box he padded with cotton balls 
stolen from his mother’s vanity. On the bus that 
morning, Josiah sat at the edge of his seat as so 

not to put any weight at all on his backpack. Who 
could trust the sturdiness of boxes? It was fall, 
and the trees flashing by the bus window were 
cadmium and scarlet as the tanager’s feathers, and 
as he watched them, he savored the sweetness of 
the word friends. Like hard candy, he rolled it again 
and again on his tongue and knocked it against his 
teeth. He still didn’t understand why he didn’t have 
friends.

In the sacred thrall of the show and tell circle, 
Josiah trembled and left sweat prints in the shape 
of his fingers on the cardboard box. One of the 
boys in his class brought venison jerky that his 
father had killed and cured, and Josiah thought, 
as his classmates exclaimed surprise and delight, 
that their two fathers really weren’t so different, 
being, both of them, comfortable with death. 
Josiah remembered the jerky was sweet, and just 
a bit spicy, and he’d kept it longer than he should 
have tucked in the corner of his tongue.

When it was Josiah’s turn, his hands shook as 
he unfolded the lid of the box, as he pushed aside 
the cotton balls, and unwrapped the tissue paper. 
His breathing shallowed when the last tissue 
fell away to silence. The girl beside him began to 
whimper, and then began to wail, and then the 
whimper spread down the circle, and then the 
crying spread down the circle, and Josiah held the 
little bird aloft in cupped hands, begging them, 
“No–no, don’t you see? It’s beautiful.

Look–please look–it’s beautiful.”
They called him Bird Boy after that. Bird Boy, 

and after all, hadn’t he always loved birds?
It took him too long to understand that it wasn’t 

supposed to be a good thing. That it wasn’t a kind 
of kindness. But what did kindness matter? His 
father made miracles—his father restored the life 
to dead things. Bird Boy. What was it to him, when 
one day he too would resurrect the dead?

Izzie had laughed when he told her that. “Bird 
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Boy is a kind of dumb nickname, anyway. I think 
you look like more of a Scarecrow Man.”

Josiah did not like that nickname either, but it fit 
him better these days. Scarecrow Man, as if he too 
were a half-dead man-like thing.

* 
Late on Thursday night, he begins to smell orchids. 
The smell follows him around the house. It follows 
him up the stairs, and follows him to the bedroom, 
and it lingers around the living room. It thickens 
through the house until he wakes choking on the 
floral, must empty his stomach to clear it from his 
nose. He is safe from it only in his workshop.

At first, he does not understand. He thinks that 
his sips of sleep have finally begun to fail him. 
He sees things. A whiteness, like a sliver of bone 
when he rolls over. The shifting fabric of a dark 
blue dress by the curtains. He wakes three times 
to a sound like rain pelting the bedroom window, 
only to find the sky clear and calm. He spends the 
rest of the early dawn in the study, tracing the 
silhouette of a moth on the window’s mesh. Its 
antennae and gossamer fine legs take shape in 
the fingerling light, shifting in gentle sync with 
the early fall breeze. It had not moved since he 
last entered the room. It had died there, stuck in 
the sickly darkness of the morning and struggling 
toward the still warm light of the lamp.

On Saturday morning, Josiah wakes to Satie’s 
Gnossienne No. 1 playing on the stereo downstairs. 
When he passes the living room and finds a book 
open on the coffee table, he begins to understand. 
Then he begins to bargain.

“It’s just a dinner party,” he tells the empty 
house. “You don’t have to do this again.” But the 
dead do not speak. And if they try, they only rattle.

He almost decides to skip the party. It would be 
better that way, and then all would go back to how 
it had been. An empty house, and the workshop 

filled with wild turkeys, and slack-tongued deer, 
and tiny dogs.

When he wakes on Sunday morning, Josiah 
opens his eyes to dark peering. Allen, the 
bookshelf raven, sits on his bedside table. His dark 
beak is open in mid-caw, just inches from Josiah’s 
face. This is too much. He flings the bird across 
the room, and it feels good. It doesn’t feel good 
enough. He stands from the bed, and follows the 
bird across the room, until he comes to stand over 
it. The purple-black eyes he’d so carefully beaded. 
The vest he stitched to its chest, ever so delicately 
to avoid rumpling those long black feathers. 
Izzie’s face when she opened the box, her mouth 
softening into a tiny curl of joy. He kicks the bird. 
Enough. He kicks it until its form bends. Enough. He 
kicks it until its reading glasses snap. Enough. He 
kicks it until the epoxy caves in its chest. Enough. 
He keeps kicking until it looks nothing like itself.

He takes the broken mold to the back of the 
house, leaves it in a crumpled heap beside the 
trash can. He spends the rest of the day in his 
workshop, until the time for the dinner party 
comes. He makes good time on the turkeys. They 
will be ready in the morning.

* 
The divorcee’s name is Olive, like the fruit. Her 
eyelashes lean more gold than black, and beneath 
them, her eyes are the color of steeped red tea. 
Her legs, long and freckled, she crosses at the 
ankle. Thin ankles with chunky joints. She fidgets 
every so often with her ponytail, pulling it down 
and readjusting it. Her hair is a candy shade of 
red, and when it spills over her shoulders, Josiah 
thinks of velvet laid on lace. Her hands, folded 
together in her lap, show neat nails and knobbly 
knucklebones. They are practical hands.

She stands out amongst the flurry of his 
mother’s friends, who fuss about near the 
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kitchen with neat goblets of raspberry rickey and 
stabbings of cocktail shrimp. She keeps to her 
spot on the loveseat and does not mix with the 
others. When Mother offers her an appetizer tray, 
Olive dips her head and laughs when she says no. 
He tries not to stare at her. He wanders the room, 
joins a lively discussion between his mother’s 
church friends about the merits of knitting in the 
continental style over the English one. But even 
this singular interesting conversation tapers out, 
and when there’s nothing more to be said, Josiah 
finds himself picking through a glass bowl of 
party nuts near the cheese tray.

None of Mother’s furniture predates the house. 
She’d even left the photo albums with Josiah. 
All her walls are white, hung with paintings of 
flowers, and photographs of cities she’s never 
visited, and endless, endless mirrors. Her curtains 
are pea colored and as crisp as folds of marzipan. 
There’s nothing of his father here–none of his 
pieces, none of his clothes or books, not even a 
picture of him. He finds few pictures of himself, 
of his baptism, of his wedding, of his graduation; 
always pictures of times Josiah didn’t quite feel or 
look like himself, as if she thought she’d born some 
different kind of son.

When Josiah was a child, he’d spend Mother’s 
dinner parties locked in some side room reading a 
book, but that wasn’t an option now. Mother would 
notice him missing, and that would upset her. As 
she darts around the kitchen playing hostess, she 
looks happy. Olive, too, would notice. As the two 
younglings in this flock of pastel women, Josiah 
knows that she understands the purpose of this 
proceeding. It would be bad form to abandon her 
to them, when she sits all by herself like that. 
He doesn’t plan to approach her, but it would 
be bad form. Mother would take it as a kind of 
capitulation, a sign he was unable to move on 
instead of simply incapable. Still, from where he 

stands over the party nuts, he can see the warm 
wood of the stairs, their soft carpet steps, almost, 
even, the library that lives somewhere above.

Mother serves dinner in her garden. She’s 
transformed it so the tables are small and intimate, 
seating no more than six. The fold-out chairs circle 
the tables like petals on a strange white plant. A 
paper placard accompanies each place setting, 
taped down to the tablecloth. Josiah notes without 
surprise that Mother has seated him next to Olive.

She introduces herself by putting a hand on 
his arm, and though he knows it’s a casual touch, 
it has been a long time since anyone has touched 
him at all. It burns through his shirt, makes him 
jump. “Could you pass the salt?” she whispers. He 
swallows thickly. Passes the shaker.

They discuss the weather, gloomy and thick-
clouded today. They discuss local events, the 
carnival setting up in the Walmart parking lot 
though he has not been since he was a teenager.

His favorite ride is the pendulum swing, hers 
the bumper cars.

When Olive asks what he does for a living, 
he tells her he is a magician. “Specialized in 
resurrection.”

“I didn’t know taxidermy could do all that.” She 
nibbles daintily at a piece of arugula from the 
salad, and covers her mouth with a hand as she 
chews. She wears a black hair-tie on her wrist like 
a bracelet, even though she already has one in her 
hair. He appreciates that kind of practicality.

“Why did you ask if you already knew?” “To see 
how you’d try to explain it.” “And?”

“And what?”
“What do you think of it?”
“That depends.” Olive sets down her fork. The 

metal clinks against the ceramic plate. She glances 
up at him and her eyes widen.

“On what precisely?”
“On how often you succeed at resurrecting 
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things. My mom has this gnarly old poodle, and 
my brother and I have always joked that she’s 
going to stuff the evil thing when it dies. I wouldn’t 
want to risk it actually coming back to life though. 
It bites ankles. And it yips.” She wrinkles her nose 
and crosses her eyes before picking up her fork 
once again.

“Well.” Josiah tries not to think of what he has 
resurrected. “It won’t woof anymore but it could 
still keep her company those lonely nights by the 
fire.” He hadn’t meant it as a joke, but it pleases 
him when she laughs.

When the dinner party ends, Olive grasps his 
hand. Her touch is cool and textured. When he 
looks down, he sees she’s given him a little piece 
of paper. “My number,” she says. “You don’t have 
to call it if you don’t want to. But I’d like if you did.”

Josiah looks down at the little piece of paper in 
his hands. Such a small thing. It does not look like 
his scalpels or his needles or his saws, and all the 
same, it will hurt him.

* 
When Josiah returns home to the empty shop and 
the empty house, blue dark with evening, he goes 
straight to the living room. He does not turn on the 
light. He stands in the darkening room, amongst 
his wife’s things and he shivers. He touches 
the paper in his pocket, the numbers written 
there in blue ink, and he is unsure whether it is 
a talisman or an omen. He thinks of the sanctity 
of a deathbed promise. He touches her books, and 
he touches the warm stereo, and he touches the 
outline of her imprinted still on the couch, and he 
buries his face in the blanket that smells of that 
rank orchid and he knows she has been waiting. 
He knows she is here. He touches the coffee table, 
and feels the cool metal of the paperclips she uses 
as bookmarks, and he feels the shape of a still 
warm cup of tea that was not there when he left 

this evening. He sees the shape of the bird he’d 
broken that morning, whole again, perched on the 
bookshelf and reprimanding. He knows he will not 
sleep tonight. He knows she is waiting for him to 
dream—without her eyes, and without her skin, 
and wearing her favorite dress—to chastise him 
for still breathing.

He stands in the living room amongst his 
wife’s things and he knows this hardly counts as 
living. She has not let him do anything that can be 
construed as living in a long, long time.

“You’re dead,” he tells her. And if he says it often 
enough, she may begin to believe him.
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I struggle to say that I am a dancer. For me to say so is to make a mockery of all 
those who surrender their hours channeling stories into movement. The truth is, I 
take a one-and-a-half-hour lesson every Saturday evening; I hardly even stretch at 
any point between these weekly sessions. I am not and have never been a competitive 
athlete, performing only in the occasional community event. To say I am a dancer is to 
insult the four girls who stand next to me at the barre, each of whom trains at least 
three times as much as I do, donning aching backs and bruised toes like battle scars 
and medallions.

Or at least, that is the truth I tell myself. Because the definition of a dancer is simply 
“someone who dances.” There is no threshold to surpass to reach dancerdom, and even 
if there were, I may very well have met it. Even though I have had less time to dance as 
I’ve grown older, I have been a dancer ever since I was five years old. There were years 
when I studied four different styles every week, months when my mind teemed with 
nothing but steps and cues, days when my heart thrummed in an eight-count rhythm. 
And through it all, through wanting studios and stern teachers, sore muscles and 
swarming thoughts, I have never looked back.

The truth behind my hesitance is that I hate looking forward.

*

The Dancing Body
Sandra Chen 
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5. Your studio is a high school classroom, desks shoved to one side, no floor, no mirror.
6. You step on stage for the first time, inhale the spotlight and applause, and vow never to leave.
7. You leap from corner to corner, legs hovering in a line, arms spread out like wings.
8. You gaze at the older girls, with their long legs and swan necks, as if they are celestial.
9. You exchange coarse carpets for vinyl flooring, stucco walls for clear reflections.
10. You outgrow a pair of tights, a hole ripped at your thigh, and it means more than it should.
11. You learn to paint your eyelids, draw your lips, and search for beauty in a palette. 
12. Your image in the performance program is photoshopped, shadows added to trim your legs.
13. You stop looking out from the barre, start training your eyes on a body that is not yours.
14. You watch your classmates, all younger, all thinner, all better.
15. You make up excuses to skip class—cramps, homework, fatigue—and start to believe them.
16. You dance less than you ever have and think about it more than you ever did.

*
An eight-year-old girl stands in a bathroom. Her hair is pulled too tightly into a neat 
bun, bobby pins jammed in from every angle. She wiggles first into white tights 
before stepping into a black leotard. Her eyes rest on her reflection, unwittingly 
focusing in on the curve of her stomach. She turns to the side, locking her neck 
and leaving her head facing the mirror. Her belly stretches against the thin fabric, 
a protruding arc disrupting the line of her body. She presses the palm of her hands 
against it, applies pressure, opens her lungs and holds her breath for as long as she 
can. When the air leaves, she does too, turning off the lights before closing the door.

*
She is older now, practicing pliés at the bar. In preparation, she exhales with her 
arms and opens her feet to first position, thighs squeezed together. Her eyes trail 
off her fingertips to the omnipresent mirror. At sixteen, she no longer looks toward 
her core, having long ago learned how to suck in her stomach until her ribs press 
against her skin. Now, her inadvertent and relentless focus shifts downward. 
Suffocating does nothing to slim her legs. 
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Her gaze turns methodical, as if performing a surgery on the girl in the mirror. She 
adjusts each part of her, rattling off a mental list of flaws to fix. Tuck your tailbone 
in. Elongate your spine. Tighten your thighs. Rotate your knees outward. Press your heels 
together. Push into the ground. Pull up. Lift your neck. Stand taller. Your butt is still out. Tuck 
in. Straighten your knee. Harder. Soften your arm. Turn your head. Suck in your stomach. 
Push your hip forward. Tuck in!

It is still all wrong. Every part of her is misaligned, jutting out or caving in, blotches 
swollen with cellulite. She looks away.

*
I hesitate to say that I am fat, not because I find it self-derogatory or uncomfortable, 

but because it may simply be factually untrue. I weigh 117 pounds. That puts me under 
the 50th percentile for sixteen-year-old girls. Combined with my height of five foot 
two that also gives me a body mass index (BMI) of 21, which is considered “normal 
weight.” By both statistical measures, I do not meet the definition of “fat.”

And yet, I have considered myself fat all my life, or at least for as long as I can 
remember. Pervasive thoughts about my body so often hold my mind hostage. Some 
days, all I can see are flabs of fat tissue stretching out across the bed, the chair, thin 
air. I have learned to hide in long, loose clothing even in dance class and despite 
knowing that it is impossible to make necessary corrections without seeing each 
curve and each line, or perhaps because of it. After all, more than anything, my 
thoughts feed off of the studio, not only savoring reflections from the glass anchored 
against the walls, but also indulging in the delicate limbs of the other girls.   

*
The teacher walks from student to student, adjusting turnout in the fifth position. 
Pushing her own feet into parallel lines, she watches the girl in front of her nod as 
the teacher lifts her leg, pulling it up and rotating it outward. Moments later, the 
teacher crouches down before her, prepared to do the same. She flinches as foreign 
hands wrap around her thigh, her own fingers gripping the barre, nails digging 
into wood. Her knees pried in opposing directions, she feels her fat rubbing against 
itself, can see the ridges in her skin without looking down. When the teacher 
finally leaves, she breathes again. She retracts her leg and shakes it free, part of 
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her wishing it would fall out altogether. Refusing to coerce her body back into its 
shackles, she instead turns around to observe the girl behind her, now undergoing 
the same procedure.

Only, it isn’t the same. Her eyes fixate on the way the teacher’s fingers are almost 
touching, both hands wrapped all the way around the mid-thigh. She looks down 
at herself, then back up, then around the room at the other three girls. They are all 
the same, limbs cut like sticks, long and lean. As she bows down to wedge her own 
thigh in her hands, lumps rising between her fingers, she thinks maybe all eight of 
their legs could fit into her two, then tries not to think at all.

*
She stretches her feet, her hips, her back, relishing the cracks of slumbering joints 
jolted awake. Her muscles burn with crashing blood, pain spreading like smoke. 
She tells herself she should do this at home, at least sometimes, at least try, but the 
lecture fades into the background before ever reaching center stage; her dance is a 
being confined in the mirrored walls of the studio.

With the five minutes of individual warm-up time ticking down, she gravitates 
toward the barre, her feet dragged near the wall, her hands pulled around the 
wooden rod. The physics of it doesn’t make sense: she thinks she must contain more 
mass than the barre, which means she should exert more force than does it. But 
her world has always been in disarray, so she waits for the order of a combination. 
When the teacher offers none, she looks over and sees the metal tape measure in 
her hand. Her mind shrinks—if only she could do the same.

Hanging between the breaks in the barre, she entraps herself in the crevice formed 
from the metal anchors and the peeling wall as the teacher measures each girl, 
taking proportions to send to costume tailors. But she can only stall so long before 
her teacher beckons her over for the third time, before her heavy steps haul her 
toward the numbers she doesn’t want to hear. The yellow metal strip wraps around 
her chest first, then waist, then hips. She sucks in as much as she can. Her stomach 
is a vacuum. Perhaps it is the lack of oxygen that blurs the syllables of the numbers 
called out, the only sounds in her head the reverberating complaints from her limbs.
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The teacher bends down, holding the metal against her inner leg. The cold imprint 
reminds her of the disorder of her body; the length of her legs is too short, the 
width too long. When the teacher brings the tape measure from her left shoulder, 
down through her crotch, and back up, wrapping around the length of her torso 
like yellow caution tape, she starts to think that her body is the scene of a crime she 
can’t escape. 

By the time the teacher lets her go and class begins, the barre has lost its draw.

*
chaînés are 
a series of turns, 
linked, like chains, 
heels together, half-toe, 
changing foot, continuous 
in a line. start at the corner. 
place your arms, rounded, fingers 
extended. pointe your toes, graze the 
ground. breathe. take the first step. your 
bones are elastic, stretching up and reaching 
down, grounded, rising, always spinning. train 
your eyes on a spot and don’t look away. this is your 
target and you are the arrow. when you feel your head 
fade, your blood lurching like waves, breathe. this is 
normal. go faster. it is easier to go faster. whip 
your neck, anchor your foot, focus your eyes. 
now your body is a board, rigid and firm. 
when one part moves, everything does. 
at the wall, stop. you have veered 
off track, spun too far. breathe. 
stay still as the world pivots
and the colors blur. look
away from the mirror
and unshackle 
yourself.
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*
According to the Dr. Michelle Warren, a professor of obstetrics and gynecology at 

Columbia University, one in five women in classical ballet develops an eating disorder. 
The world of dance is a high-pressure, highly physical one, one in which the ideal 
body type—long legs and arms, small hips, short torso, small ribcage, and long neck—
is both an inconceivability and a prerequisite. It is also an orderly world, one in which 
tangible statistics rule: the number of consecutive pirouettes, the angle of a développé, 
the digital dashes on a scale.

A part of me—a dark, twisted part that has only ever spoken within the echo 
chamber of my brain, but a part of me nonetheless—has always envied those girls, the 
20 percent who were brave enough to stop eating, strong enough to put thighs before 
mouths. I spent a month at the beginning of junior year skipping lunch every day, but 
my friends noticed, my stomach rumbled, and my control snapped. My own failure to 
starve myself only served to reinforce my jealousy of those who succeeded, as if an 
eating disorder is a competition to be won. In the end, for me, it has always come down 
to a simple truth: girls with eating disorders are skinny, and I am not.

But girls with eating disorders are also dying, and I am not.
Not only are eating disorders mental illnesses, they have the highest mortality rate 

of any mental illness diagnosis. According to the National Association of Anorexia 
Nervosa and Associated Disorders, up to 20 percent of people with serious eating 
disorders but no treatment die. The mortality rate associated with anorexia nervosa is 
twelve times higher than the death rate of all causes of death for females 15–24 years 
old.

At sixteen, I do not want to become a statistic.

*
On a winter night, she acquires flight.

She is twelve years old, has spent her last one struggling to suspend herself in the air. 
The skill she has to learn is a side aerial, a no-handed cartwheel, an airborne 
inversion of the physical form. But every time she throws herself upside-down, 
her hands find the ground moments before her feet do, each light touch anchoring 
her like iron shackles. Every time, she swallows the exasperation on the tongue of 
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the teacher, lets it burn her throat. Part of her still doesn’t trust the air to support 
her weight, knows that gravity exerts more force on her then the other girls in the 
class. She hates the way her body infects her mind and her mind hijacks her body.

The teacher offers an outstretched arm as a launch pad, tilting the elbow to create 
gentle momentum mid-air. The angle and force of each push decreases until the 
arm rests level, static, the momentary bodily contact serving as nothing more 
than a placebo. The teacher tells her she is ready over and over again before 
stepping away altogether, leaving her with only an inch-thick safety net of leather 
and foam.

Now all alone, she inhales longer, her toes curled up against the edge of the mat. 
At the teacher’s cue, she takes two steps to set herself, pushes off her left leg, 
swings her arms behind her, kicks her right leg over. She’s not sure if she even 
sees the ground during the heartbeat that hovers in the air; perhaps that’s why 
her hands reach downward, replacing the lost vision, reading the ground like 
braille. As she walks off the mat and steps back into line, she watches the other 
girls succeed each other, one after another, like an assembly line of aerials. When 
she finds herself at the plush mat once more, the teacher tells her to stop thinking, 
leave her body on autopilot, and fly. So her eyes close, black emptiness seeping 
into her mind. When they open, her legs spring up, her chest lunges down, her 
arms sweep back, her feet land with a thud and stagger back, only partly due to 
the impact. Her ears pick up on the cheers from her classmates, background noise 
behind the erratic beating of her heart.   

In that moment, her body is everywhere and yet she is weightless.   

*
She gets high off the stage, drinking in the unfiltered fluorescence pouring down from 

the ceiling. Darkness drowns the audience, a sea of indeterminate forms all 
gazing up at her, at them. Up there, six bodies sing in harmony, sharing in 
rhythm and breath. Their movements know no corporal bounds, flow from one 
to the next, sink down to the ground, out into the crowd. Her mind, moments 
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before saturated with corrections and reminders, falls blank, red ink painted 
over in white. Up there, her steps are raw, uninhibited; there is no time to filter 
out mistakes, no room for dissections and adjustments. There is only music and 
motion, both momentary and momentous.

Up there, standing before hundreds, she finally learns how to dance without fear of 
being watched.

*
When your new teacher tells you to dance with your eyes closed, listen. Let your eyelids flutter 
shut. Let your shoulders drop. Let your guard down. When the music starts, let it pulse through 
your body like an earthquake. Let your feet dig into the floor like roots of a tree, strong and 
unwavering. Let your arms flow like ripples in a pond, no beginning, no middle, no end. Your 
body is the earth and the water and don’t you forget it. The body in the mirror that curves in 
all the wrong places. Forget the body your mom said just wasn’t one of a dancer. What a pity. 
Right now there is no body. Right now there are only roots and ripples and seismic waves. 

*
And so, I will start saying I am a dancer. I will say it in passing to friends, 
acquaintances, the occasional stranger who asks about my hobbies. I know it is 
the latter group that I will linger on most, my eyes trained to search for a flicker of 
surprise in theirs, a cursory scan over my five-foot-two body with too-thick thighs.

And so, I will learn to add a fourth listener: myself. When I start to pick at my body 
like a scab, when I see others as patterns of dashes and not people, when I end up 
binding my mouth shut and my stomach closed, I will stare at the girl in the mirror 
who can never be who I wish to see, and I will tell her to pull up, lift her neck, and 
stand taller like the dancer she is.



Katya Grokhovsky, Untitled, 2014
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My Ass in Love
Jay Pabarue
with a line from Tomaž Šalamun

My ass is going to the polls
My asss is vaulting on the poles
My assss is questioning the polls
My asssss is grass or the high watermark
My asssssss is conscious of its cheeks
My assssssss is taking my ass seriously
My asssssssss is taking my ass back to botany school
My assssssssss is gonna grow all my food
My asssssssssss is gonna split out these genes
My assssssssssss, soft as my head is hard
My asssssssssssss is staying in to learn its own history
My assssssssssssss is staying healthy this winter
My asssssssssssssss is staying healthy this spring
My assssssssssssssss in summer is such a mediterranean rock, you could broil a steak on it
My asssssssssssssssss rolls up sorrowful & late again for tuba practice
My assssssssssssssssss spilled the news about who’s dating who
My asssssssssssssssssss is sorry, a sorry ass
My assssssssssssssssssss needs somebody, quick, and so
my asssssssssssssssssssss gazes into rocky spaces and
my assssssssssssssssssssss sees new life clattering up
and my asssssssssssssssssssssss steps gingerly around a line of berry-ferrying ants
My assssssssssssssssssssssss is more than figment
My asssssssssssssssssssssssss is on pins and needles
but my assssssssssssssssssssssssss isn’t sleeping, it’s in love
Oh my asssssssssssssssssssssssssss will wake up early for your ass
My asssssssssssssssssssssssssssss gets kissed under the lamplight, kisses back
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The Act Of Falling
Logan Perkes

In a resort outside of Barcelona, I was 
reminded that although I was only 
twenty-five, my body was not what 
it used to be—the invisible string that 
holds people’s bodies upright was cut 
from me at ten years old, and I’ve been 
limping since. On this afternoon, I stood 
on a cobblestone street overlooking the 
ocean. A friend yelled my name and it 
startled me—the sound was a shot and 
I went down. 

When I fall everything changes. 
My environment switches seamlessly 
from color to black and white. I shrink 
to half my size. I become malleable, a 
shape shifter. My face softens as I sink 
to the ground, watching the suddenly 
slowed world with calm fascination 
because, deep inside, I know I can 
do this. I can deflate and fill myself 
back up again. Gravity pulls me down 
toward the ground and I ride it. I feel 
the grains of dirt smashed into my 
palm: the earth is in me. 

*
I do yoga five times a week now. I 
balance on my right leg with my left 
knee bent up into my pelvis I hear my 
teacher talk as I breathe. He says it’s 
good to wobble and even to fall. “That’s 
how you know you’re growing.” Yet, 
the more I have embraced falling, the 
less I do it. 

*
When I was eleven, I ran from my sixth 
grade classroom to the playground 
and I got caught up in the sky and 
the breeze and I tripped, sprawling 
forward, a big belly flop of a fall. I 
could hear my body thud against the 
ground. Tears rolled down my face 
with each hiccupping sob. 

But in my mind, my memory 
jumps to the bike ride I went on 
that night. I sped through my small 
neighborhood, my legs pumping hard, 
my bum riding air. The pain from 
that morning’s fall had turned into a 
boyish accomplishment. I was a tough 
girl with ugly scabs. I wanted another 
scar to add to my collection: the small 
snowflake on my pelvis, where they 
inserted a catheter, and the dent on my 
head where surgeons cut me open like 
a Halloween pumpkin.

*
Our muscles have memories. That’s 
why coma patients receive physical 
therapy. Our muscles need to be 
reminded how to move. The wrist 
needs to know that it moves up and 
down and around and, likewise, the 
fingers need reminding that they tap. 
Muscles forget. They live in the here 
and now, they are of the school of the 
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what-have-you-done-for-me-lately. 
They forget a lot of things you’d think 
would be impossible not to remember.

*
In the hours in between my nurse’s 
visit and my bike ride, I learned 
everything I needed to know about 
life, but I promptly forgot it. I didn’t 
learn how to fall from this bad crash. 
It would take many more years of 
practice to let go, to sink into muscle 
and nerve and bone. I can’t tell you 
because its lessons seep into the skin 
and mouth like air and when you try 
to hold the thought, there is only a 
whoosh, a whisper in a stadium. 

*
Now, at thirty-two, I have a job at the 
Texas Abuse Hotline. When an elderly 
person falls it is an automatic report 
for Adult Protective Services. We 
categorize it as self-neglect because 
we understand the message the body 
is sending: it is dying. My job is to help, 
and I do, but in my mind I am thinking, 
“Goner.”

I imagine the seventy-three-year-old 
woman in Pearland, Texas, tripping 
over the piles of boxes that fill her 
living room and flying forward 
onto the pillows of cardboard. I see 
her crawling to a space to wait for 
someone to find her, buried in the 
grave she has dug. The fall is the end: 
the muscles have given up. Now they 
are just waiting for the heartbeat to 
catch up, and eventually, no matter 
what our agency does, it does.

*
I went to Argentina and trekked 
the glacier Perito Moreno. The icy 
mountain was a blue abyss full of 
gashes that led to the beginning of 
time. We all had harnesses on so the 
guides could hold us while we peered 
down at the core. When the guides 
motioned it was my turn to look down 
into a particularly deep split in the ice, 
I was afraid. There are some falls too 
deep to get back up.



Emma Sulkowicz, WATCH ME MAKE A DOPE ASS BANANA FOLLOW AND SUBSCRIBE , 2018
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While Visiting Mexico I Bingewatch the 
First Season of Stranger Things on Netflix 
with Three Younger Cousins
Alan Chazaro

and I consider multi-
dimensional travel, telling jokes

in English then laughing    in Spanish.   The contour 

of our night is not a slow 

poison. Monsters 
do not emerge from unknown 

parallax. My ellipses have never needed a trans-

lator. Ximena shows me 
what I’ve never known     about YouTube, how to build 

a following.       I bet the kids
 in this show could’ve snuck inside anywhere,   their little hands 

never getting caught. 

I wonder what would happen       if they crossed a desert. 

I wonder    if I have ever crossed    a desert. 

I let the television’s glow

collect inside my mouth. Quesadillas 
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and wi-fi inside a high-ceilinged home.   Firecrackers, broken 
   cobblestone,

the sting 
of a nopal. Our summer 
is never ending. We press

play like we forgot what it means.

As in we never leave      this room. As in when I was

their age I ran     outside abuela’s and I don’t

understand what it means: to be 

a stranger
to things where the sewage is broken, to be

a stranger to things            when I am everywhere, to take
a breath before another

episode     airs.
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Who Are Your People
Imani Love

My big mama got a pearl handle pistol 
my gran got an abalone file 
both my grandmas got shotgun tongues

All I got is their smile

My mama got a bashful bite 
And open arms

My mema got a trunk 
Took all her stuff across country 
Migration mama tucked a baby 
under her breast and the steering wheel 
We all leave harming men behind 
All I know is flight

And ceiling

Prayer

And kneeling

My gran got a baptist switch 
A candle wick a gulluh witch 
My mema got a runaway ride 
Fleeing bride 
Big mama got a white face 
The greenest eye 
Both my grandmas carry phoenix tears 
Never seen em cry 
Seen em cuss cut you out tho 
Seen em tap dance in a cast iron skillet 
Never seen em die 
Seen em sleep in a casket, 
Seen em fly tho Never sink, only baptize, swim, 
survive

My big mama got a pearl handle pistol 
my gran got an abalone file 
Both my grandmas got shotgun tongues 
All I got is their smile

Right: Andy Robert,  
Cross Country D, 2017





Above: Andy Robert,  
Platinum Blonde SaVonne, 2017; 

Right: Andy Robert, Smoking Gun, 2017 
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patrol
Clifton Gachagua

in some city hall passage, waiting for a vaccine,
lost in the flux that is holding hands in public,
you show me your left arm
and I show you my double tongue, patterned from smoke,
vodka, pineapple juice. scenes from last night are projected across some threshold. 
me to you, you to me,
if we were together in some other place there is no way of 
knowing. lubricant? maybe. can we get curtains for the windows?
what if someone is watching?
do you like to be tied up? tell me your wildest imagining.
the tattoo of some dead writer means nothing to me
beyond where it is places, the sad geometry
police and steroid bouncers in the Nairobi night club scene fetishize about
when they go home to their wives.
to be a ghost on that hill over there, next to state house,
to be in the kitchens of those who only understand form. kitunguu saumu 
    on the stove
    a white woman comes knocking 
    at your door, crying. 
    you disable the alarm,
I put up my defenses.

& now, at immigration, crossing over to Arusha,
you assure me this is going to be safe.
whatever fever I have is not for the landscape. 
that we cross over does not mean some safe haven.

we are in the street next to a cemetery,
loving unknowing, missing home, this body, the hell at the border.
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dance hall stylee
Anand Prahlad

beneath spilled beer and coconut
patchouli, velvet satchels and trinkets
 
in time a belly quivers and hips shake
in space seeds and spores journey.
 
red stripes and ginger burns circles
around the duties of affect, of history.
 
a hunger chases after rice and peas
but can never seem to catch them.
 
the eyes also suffer from this,
insatiable as lightness is for flight.
 
are we all some kind of future birds?
and what is behind the walls of teeth
 
split sideways like ackee into smiles?
dread men move easy back pon the wall.
 
girls light the dance floor up
like blue leaves, like sweet candles.
 
we watch. we watch us watching.
we watch us roots girls skanking.
 
we watch us winding up our waist.
we watch what we are inside, like
 
watching ourselves on roofies, reeling
beyond will, way out of reach.
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Tutti Frutti, in the junkyard
Anand Prahlad

Somewhere in one of the cars
a radio clicks on
playing Little Richard’s

Tutti Frutti.
 

I can hear him hiding inside
the beat-up beat like
a terrified little boy

curled up
inside a pimping.
 

Like I sometimes hide when
the dog men appear
right before dawn, when

the city is still
dead asleep, and different
colored lights speckle
the landscape

like Christmas trees.
 
When they come, I hide in chrome,
huddled with the rest
where we’ve been hiding
                           since Ford
 
took the spook out of the yard
and put him in the dash
trapping us like genies
                  in a bottle.

I hide in an orange grove
in a vineyard, in a cluster
of almonds, acacias, and figs-

the torn thin
 

pictures I harvest from old
or stolen magazines, kiss
and then tape on the car window.

They help me
 

when the zippers sing like crickets,
the bodies begin to twitch
tremble, foam and reshape

themselves
as god is disappearing in thin
air and the masks are peeling
away like the white epidermis

of birch.
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Celia
Abigail Licad

In her monogrammed burgundy bathrobe 
Celia, sixty-two and widowed
whom the other grownups despised, 

sashays from closet to mirror and 
tries to decide that evening’s outfit. 
My girl cousins and I sit on her bed watching her. 

She loves Cesária Évora’s voice most of all so 
she chooses the singer’s rendition of “Besame Mucho” 
for the night’s theme song. Lola Celia sings along, 

her guttural croak laughable if not for the way 
her manicured red fingertips, outstretched 
at the elbows, sway to the lead of her bony shoulders 

that alternately rotate to each downbeat. 
Lola Celia never shoos us away like the others 
but just lets us watch as she neglects her novenas 

to saunter into her bedroom and work on her hairdo. 
Often she gives us lessons we can understand  
like how to pluck eyebrows for the perfect arch 

or blot lipstick for the perfect pout. Sometimes  
she gives us lessons that are hard to understand, 
like how to be feminine and make horses drink,
 
something like that we don’t exactly remember, except 
when she suddenly turns to us three girls, not yet eight, 
holds out her underwear and says 

with knowing coyness we could not understand: 
Only black panties for true ladies – 
lace is fine, but silk is more savage.
Wide-eyed, we nod and keep nodding, 
too transfixed to counter 
that black is worn for the dead.
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Life Part Three
Brad Phillips

I’ve always been bad at writing in the 
second person. The third person, which 
I’m stellar at, doesn’t really suit this 
narrative, so once again Brad Phillips 
will be the name of a fictional character 
telling an unpleasant story, and in doing 
so, Brad Phillips will appear to be more 
and more of an unpleasant person. This 
is the risk I’m willing to take for the 
sake of the writing.

When I was sixteen in 1990, someone 
close to me, maybe a parent, gave me 
a sizable amount of heroin for my 
birthday. This is where the life I’d been 
leading up til then, which had mostly 
been free of drugs but rampant with 
abuse and shoplifting, came to an 
end. The first time I tried the birthday 
present, I realized it was either what 
had been missing my whole life or what 
would fix my life. At forty-three, of 
course, I realize it was neither. At forty-
three this knowledge does not mean I 
don’t miss heroin, or am immune from 
relapsing. 

It’s Wednesday. Outside my window 
everything is covered in the first 
snowfall. I know I will not go outside 
to smell it, and feel it on my face. 
Monday at 8:30 in the morning, I 
was at the hospital in the acute stage 
of opiate withdrawal, to switch to a 
drug called Suboxone. Suboxone is 
an opiate, but it’s also a sort of opiate 

babysitter. The main component of the 
drug (medication) is Buprenorphine, 
an opioid. The rest of the medication is 
comprised of Naloxone, the overdose 
drug I tried five times, that I remember. 
As an antagonist it means that were I 
to consume any other opiate, I wouldn’t 
get high, and the babysitter aspect 
of the drug would throw me into 
immediate withdrawal to punish me 
for trying to be myself. It reminds me 
of the archaic drug Anabuse which I 
watched my father take and then try 
to drink through, vomiting blood and 
seizuring. 

When I arrived at the hospital 
my urine smelled Chernobylic. I was 
shivering like an urchin from Dickens. 
I couldn’t stop yawning or tearing up. 
My legs were on fire, my kidneys felt 
sore, and I was freezing cold, staying 
inside my parka under a blanket on 
the hospital bed. The first 4 milligram 
dose of Suboxone immediately put me 
to sleep, and when I woke up two hours 
later all my withdrawal symptoms 
were gone. This was much nicer than 
my rehab experience in 2012 kicking 
heroin cold turkey in a house full of 
steelworkers. Then I began to cramp 
again. The second 4 milligram dose 
didn’t help, nor did the third. I went 
home with my legs in unbearable pain, 
and developed a brutal headache. 
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The next day I returned to the 
hospital. Before I left, I took my first 
unlaxativized shit in as long as I can 
remember. It felt like my asshole had 
forgotten how to push out excrement. 
I have not gone to the bathroom again, 
and wonder if I need to retrain my 
body, teach it how to shit again. It 
seems fundamentally wrong to have to 
learn to shit again. It’s a skill that comes 
at birth. I’m constipated as I type this. 
My wife Cristine came the second day, 
and I’d cry inexplicably and then stop. 
I was given 12 milligrams immediately, 
which made me feel much better. 
The crying jags as people call them 
continued throughout the day. I was 
still having withdrawal symptoms at 
three in the afternoon, so was given 
my current dose of 16 milligrams, sent 
home with Clonidine and Naproxone, 
and am sitting on my couch alone, my 
wife in Miami. Inside of me I can feel 
a terror growing. I don’t know what to 
do. I listened to Nina Simone and cried. 
I listened to Stevie Nicks and cried. I 
wrote messages to far too many people 
knowing I wouldn’t respond, cementing 
my reputation as a bad friend. I am 
lonely and feel as if I’ve had an organ 
removed. 

My fear is that I do not know who I 
am. Being a dedicated drug addict, I did 
not miss a single day without opiates 
from the age of sixteen to forty-three, 
save the time I was in rehab—but 
even in rehab I was taking prescribed 
Morphine. This is the first time since 
my pubic hair numbered in the single 

digits that I do not have real opiates 
(real meaning abusable), coursing 
through my system. I think heroin felt 
right because it slowed my brain down. 
My brain has been overactive since 
I splashed out of my mother into the 
end of the Vietnam War. I also found 
out recently that I have Borderline 
Personality Disorder, on top of the 
Bipolar Disorder and PTSD I already 
knew I had, so am taking 100 mg a day 
of Lamotrigine. This is supposed to 
help me with ‘emotional regulation’, but 
I suspect it will also make me stupid, as 
my unregulated emotions have been 
the source of much of my creativity. 

Take the piano away from the pianist 
and what do you have? An asshole with 
too much time on his hands. I’ve always 
been an asshole with too much time on 
my hands, so if I double, or triple that 
time—time opiates slowed down—
what will I be? Am I as smart as I’ve 
thought I am? Am I smarter? Dumber. 
Will I get fat, will I get boring, will I 
stop being funny, will my brain become 
a Broadway orchestra of obsessive 
thoughts?  Will I try to trepan myself 
to send the horns and tap dancers into 
the clouds? 

I fear all of it. Each option based on 
an altered self terrifies me. But I have 
no choice to wait and see who shows 
up to take the place of Brad Phillips.

There is worse. Something I try not 
to consider.

A roaring, gun grey fist of no-
change, hammering me throughout 
the rest of my days. 
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Julian Talamantez Brolaski, beau brummel had a man; duck; give everything to poetry, 2017



Jonathan Gardenhire, Untitled/ Coins (E Pluribus Unum 4), 2017



Jonathan Gardenhire, Flesh 2, 2014–2018



Molly Lieberman, January, 2018



Nick Montfort and Ariane Savoie, translators; Cadavres exquis/Exquisite Corpses, 2017. Original work by Philippe Henri, 1984  

Digital Media
A body that enters a digital space is naturally 
a body queered, a body-becoming-images. It 
is folded, inserted, copied, connected, scanned, 
deleted, entirely disembodied to become sets 
of discrete data. It is precisely re-imagined 
through the participation of our very real  
bodies, when we touch, click, press, scroll, on 
phones, tablets, laptops. Is there a becoming-
body-digital, too? What do the possibilities 
of mutual becoming feedback to our bodies? 
By inhabiting different languages that are 
nonetheless inherently digital, the works in 
the Digital Media section present themselves 
simultaneously as questions and as answers: 
what about a body that moves 24 frames per 
second? That loops? That is modelled and 
uploaded? That responds to program codes?...

Featured here are excerpts of these digital 
works. Works by Nick Montfort & Ariane 
Savoie, Faith Holland, M Lamar, Anaïs Duplan, 
Lu Yang, and Paige Carlson appear in full 
online at review.vassar.edu 



Faith Holland, Queer Connections, 2016
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M Lamar, Legacies, 2017
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Anais Duplan, Ode to the Happy Negro, 2017
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Anais Duplan, Why Does it feel natural to want to be stable for the lady in the mirror?, 2017





Lu Yang, Delusional Mandala, 2015
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Throughout its history, the Vassar Review has 
provided a platform for expressing the fluid 
relationship between internal consciousness and 
external figure, and conversations surrounding 
this exchange have flourished within the 
journal’s pages. The following selections from 
the Review’s archives interpret corporality across 
decades through poetry, image, and prose. 

Nancy Willard’s generous and frank “Clearing 
the Air” (1969) evokes a tempestuous landscape 
in the aftermath of assault. The work counters 
violence in vivid, startling imagery that, with 
metaphor and silence, negotiates the value of 
one’s own body against another’s. Centered on 
the self, the individuality of one’s own flesh, 
and the violation of that selfhood, “Clearing the 
Air” kindles a nuanced communication between 
perpetrator and victim in both phrasing and form, 
and invites commentary on the complexities of 
forgiveness and trauma.

“Harvey’s Health” (1980) is unapologetically 
disturbing in its exploration of the relationships 
between capitalism, food, and the dying body. 
Danny Jussim’s somatic language forces us 
toward one of the most direct ways that we 
engage with our physical selves—through 

eating. Eating squash, eating organic, eating raw 
or eating out, as the speaker, Sam, eats his words 
and our emotions, we consider what it means to 
consume and how consumption radically (de)
stabilizes our physical forms. When we look at 
the grotesque descriptions and macabre humor 
of “Harvey’s Health,” we find a voice to think 
through the different ways we take care of and 
devour our own bodies in abundance, as well as 
the bodies of others.

Staying varied, the Vassar Review’s relationship 
with flesh and form is imbued with conflict 
and heart concerning the nature of selfhood. 
These pieces place the past of VR in touch with 
its present: as space between early iterations 
of the journal and its modern revival grows, 
contextualization of past sentiment with present 
conversation provides a complete image of our 
own mutability. The ways we understand our 
experiences will fluctuate from time to time, 
person to person, and medium to medium: 
sometimes we catch revelation, at others an 
incomplete learning.

–Ronald Patkus, Aidan Heck, Hannah Hildebolt 
Archives Editors 

From the Archives





Margaret Lazarus, Untitled, 1969



















Margaret Reid, Untitled, 1984 
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To Pick a Peach
Maren Gunning

You think girl when you look at me
you see it in the way I learned to walk, the ratio of my waist to hips
in my long hair
Don’t know why I keep it like that, just something I’ve always done

You think girl and you think
blossoming, soft, rounded edges
flesh you could sink your teeth into
Tear me into pieces with your mouth, feel the juice dribble down your chin

there will be no blood when you rip me apart, no mess,
my body is made of Splenda and graciousness
why would I protest?
Who needs knees except to kneel on anyway

Dig your thumb into my shoulder so hard it leaves a bruise
call it a hickey;
I always forget how ugly raw peaches are
You choose the unblemished fruit at the grocery store so the first bite can be all yours

and I was born to be served
Swirl me around in your glass and sniff my perfume
it’s your favorite, of course
how did I know?

Annual VSR / VR Contest Winner
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Choice and Control in Digital Storytelling: 
Steven Soderbergh’s Mosaic (2017)
Mary Ellen Iatropoulos

1  Angela Cutterwater, “Steven Soderbergh’s New App, Mosaic, Will Change How You Watch TV,” WIRED, November 
8, 2017, https://www.wired.com/story/steven-soderbergh- new-app- mosaic/

What happens when storytelling formats 
evolve more quickly than the stories being told? 
Steven Soderbergh’s digital creation Mosaic 
(2017) provides a meditation on the debate 
between evolution of form and evolution of 
content, illustrating the vagaries of uneven 
development between the two. While Mosaic 
succeeds in breaking with televisual storytelling 
conventions to present a story fragmented into 
smaller, interconnected parts, such narrative 
disembodiment leads to a disjointed viewing 
experience in which the story ultimately has no 
heart.  

Mosaic’s interplay between form and 
content, between storytelling technology and 
the stories themselves, makes it difficult to 
categorize.  A miniseries running just over 
seven hours in length, Mosaic is both an app 
(form) and a cinematic murder mystery 
(content). Soderbergh chose to initially release 
Mosaic for exclusive download on iPhone 
and Google Play, a distribution decision 
that circumvents mainstream Hollywood 
while catering to the individualized viewing 
experience expected by our current zeitgeist 
and the Smartphone generation. Soderbergh’s 
works have always played to cultural 
expectations even while subverting them; 
Ocean’s 11 is both homage to and deconstruction 
of the Rat Pack original, and Magic Mike offered 
a glorified glimpse into the world of male 
strippers even as it implicated viewers in the 

objectification industry. Given Soderbergh’s 
history of metacognitive subversion through 
storytelling, Mosaic was anticipated to be a 
game changer. Early press coverage of Mosaic 
emphasized the technological innovation 
that Mosaic represents—“Mosaic Will Change 
How You Watch TV,” promised the headline 
of a WIRED write-up—and certainly, Mosaic’s 
digital, interactive format gives the audience a 
more literal form of agency and choice in the 
storytelling experience. It reminds one of the 
old Choose Your Own Adventure books (although, 
as WIRED reports, Soderbergh himself cringes 
at the comparison).1 

Despite the rhetoric of choice pervading 
the press coverage and marketing campaigns, 
Mosaic doesn’t quite let viewers choose their 
own adventure. Like the books, with Mosaic, 
every viewer begins with the same initial 
episode, the “Pilot” episode entitled “Meet 
Olivia Lake.” Here we begin our world-building, 
watching as aging artist and children’s book 
author Olivia Lake (played by the incomparable 
Sharon Stone) anxiously speaks with a venture 
capitalist about ensuring her legacy. Lake’s 
most successful work, a children’s book called 
Whose Woods These Are (a whimsical Robert 
Frost reference), signals classic Soderbergh 
metacognitive commentary; depending on 
whether it’s read forwards or backwards, Whose 
Woods is either about a family of humans being 
terrorized by bears, or a family of bears being 
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terrorized by humans. Olivia’s anguish stems 
from a sense of faded glory; Whose Woods was 
published over 25 years ago, and in the years 
since, she’s built a Whose Woods-related theme 
park and established a children’s arts non-
profit (the name of which, Mosaic, gives us 
the show’s title), but hasn’t created anything 
new.  Enter Eric Neil, a charming stranger 
with whom Olivia falls giddily in love. Over the 
course of the pilot, tension builds as we see 
Olivia gushing about her new-found feelings 
followed by a scene revealing Eric to be a grifter, 
a conman now second-guessing whether 
his feelings for Olivia are genuine. Further 
complicating things is Joel, a character whom 
Olivia dismissively refers to as “the boarder” 
who lives on her property, and the pilot ends 
on an uncomfortable exchange between Joel 
and Eric at a party celebrating Olivia and Eric’s 
engagement. As the pilot concludes and the 
screen fades to black, two thumbnails pop up, 
alerting viewers that a choice must be made: 
do we watch “First Contact,” the episode on 
the left bearing Joel’s name and image, or do 
we watch “The Set Up,” the episode on the 
right marked with Eric’s name and face? The 
viewer decides which episode to watch next. 

As viewers choose, each subsequent 
episode sheds new light on what was 
seen in the first episode, and here, Mosaic’s 
interactivity works to add new dimensions to 
the viewing experience. Whereas “Meet Olivia 
Lake” shows Olivia perceiving Joel as obtrusive 
and Eric as valiant, these subsequent episodes 
garner sympathy for Joel and contempt for 
Eric, thereby changing how we feel about the 
characters when news breaks that Olivia has 
been murdered. The multiplicity of viewpoints 
prevents these disembodied story fragments 
from coming together as a cleanly unified 
whole, and yet, this disjointedness enables 
nuanced sympathy. The more interactive 

choices you make, the more you see the 
characters through each other’s eyes, and 
your understanding of one character becomes 
mediated by another character’s irritation with 
them. Just when you’re rooting for Joel to be 
arrested, you meet a new character who can 
back up his alibi, and you suddenly switch 
perspectives to root, for his exoneration. 
The choices enabled through the digitally 
interactive technology complicate and deepen 
viewers’ understandings of the characters, and 
in this, Mosaic succeeds in using storytelling 
form to innovate understanding of content.

As Mosaic progresses, however, a tension 
emerges between how much control 
Soderbergh retains over the narrative vs. 
how much agency viewers actually exercise 
in making their choices. First, despite the 
fragmentation into viewer-chosen episodes, 
viewers can still feel Soderbergh’s unifying 
hand in the cinematography. The camera 
sweeps across windy, wintry woods, lingers 
in palatial estates, its characters constantly 
overbundled with sweaters, scarves, and ski-
wear. Even scenes set in warmer climates 
have a garish blue tint to them, as if we’re 
watching a frozen world from the outside. The 
entire time I was watching Mosaic I couldn’t 
stop shivering. Further, the more of Mosaic 
one watches, the more it becomes apparent 
that unlike Choose Your Own Adventure books, 
in Mosaic the viewer’s choices don’t determine 
what happens in the plot, but rather, in what 
order the pieces of the plot are revealed. Each 
choice leads to a pre-packaged bundle of 
scenes pre-set in a specific order, and you, the 
viewer, did not bundle those scenes or pre-
set that order. Several episodes recycle and 
remix the same scenes, and after a few such 
repetitions, recognition of having already seen 
something pulls you out of the story entirely. 
The same conversation between Joel and Eric’s 
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sister Petra, for example, occurs in at least 
two different episodes (“First Contact” and 
“Monsters”). While I found myself appreciating 
a second view of the scene with more insightful 
eyes, I was also painfully aware that I’d 
already watched this, a duality that reminded 
me that Soderbergh’s creative guiding hand 
must really, really want me to re-watch this 
scene. In this way,  Mosaic positions viewers 
as detectives, assessing possible pathways, 
removed from narrative entanglement, 
scrutinizing the information gleaned from 
their choices. Motivation to go back into the 
story becomes driven not by interest in the 
characters but by an overpowering compulsion 
not to miss anything.

Along these lines, Mosaic creates a 
technology-induced aesthetic distance 
between story and viewer that the content 
never quite overcomes. Despite the promise 
of increased agency in creating the story, 
ultimately viewers can’t really alter the content 
of Mosaic. My own viewing experience remains 
dominated by awareness of how my choices, 
which were supposed to revolutionize the 
viewing experience, weren’t really my choices 
after all. This, perhaps, is Soderbergh’s point, 
the idea that our choices bring consequences 
that we didn’t consciously sign up for, but in 
this case, Mosaic underwhelms, and that is not 
the fault of the audience’s choices.  As creators 
continue to evolve and innovate, they’d do well 
to remember that if innovations in form and 
format come at the cost of quality content, 
audiences will be able to feel it. We wouldn’t 
have any other choice.
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“The iconographer is not painting, he is building. . . . He has drawn the image, image he has made many times before. The 
holy light of heaven has been burnished down in gold leaf on the background. Stage by stage the image builds. In the 
end, with the highlights being applied, the spirit permeates the flesh, both in the maker and the made. This is an icon.”

—Linda Proud, Icons: A Sacred Art
 
“Her present image floats into the mind—/Did Quattrocento finger fashion it/Hollow of cheek as though it drank the 
wind/And took a mess of shadows for its meat?”

—W.B. Yeats, “Among School Children”

There is a striking passage in Giorgio Vasari’s 
“Lives of the Artists” (1550) in which 
Michelangelo, after visiting Titian’s studio in 
Rome in 1545, praised the painter’s use of color 
but noted that it was “a shame that in Venice 
they did not learn to draw well.” Historian Sheila 
Hale believes that Vasari may have made up 
this remark to embellish his biographies and 
to differentiate for his audience, the clean lines 
and sculptural depth of Florentine art from the 
vivid, almost riotous sense of color in Venetian 
paintings. For many, historians and experts, 
and even mere enthusiasts, the color of the 
Venetian masters offers such tactile sensuality 
as to anticipate the vibrant light and rich, 
pigmented vitality of the Post-Impressionists 
and the Fauves.

2017 heralded two remarkable exhibitions 
of Italian Renaissance art: one in Boston, 
a historically significant city for Italian 
Renaissance art with the legacy of Isabella 
Stewart Gardner and Bernard Berenson, 
and another in Denver, whose art museum 

showcased a meticulously and beautifully 
curated show of Venetian masterworks 
ranging from the late fifteenth to the early 
eighteenth centuries. Visitors to Denver 
had the rare chance of seeing works by 
Titian, Bellini, Carpaccio, and Sebastino del 
Piombo lent straight from Venice’s Gallerie 
dell’Accademia and the Scuola Grande 
di San Rocco, while audiences in Boston 
were able to see one of the most expansive 
displays of Botticelli’s works in the U.S, which 
included rare paintings such as Minerva and 
the Centaur (1482) and Saint Augustine in His 
Study (1480). Sadly, the famous Primavera and 
Birth of Venus were absent; as Italian national 
treasures they are guarded with the same 
ferocity as we hoard our bullion in Fort Knox. 
The Botticelli Venus has left its home in the 
Uffizi only once—when Benito Mussolini sent 
it on a sort of goodwill tour before World 
War II. Any exhibition, besides displaying the 
artworks, reveals the intelligence and taste 
of the curator. The curators of these shows, 

Exhibition Reviews
Farisa Khalid

Glory of Venice: Masterworks of the Renaissance, Denver Art Museum,  
October 2, 2016–February 12, 2017

Botticelli and the Search for the Divine, Museum of Fine Arts Boston,  
April 15, 2017–July 9, 2017
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Angelica Daneo in Denver and Frederick 
IIchman in Boston, proved their mettle by ably 
demonstrating, in their selection and pairing 
of works, the breadth of the artists’ gifts and 
how the paintings communicate in dialogue 
with one another.

Denver’s show, in terms of architectural 
backdrop and sheer theatricality, was perhaps 
the more dramatic of the two exhibitions. 
The rich reds, greens, and golds of Venetian 
annunciations and Madonnas were set against 
walls painted in scarlet and teal, lit only from 
below or above with muted lights to recreate 
the effect of stepping into a dark chapel. In 
this way, the curator hoped that the viewer 
might experience the works in their original, 
intended context as sacred icons.

Living in an increasingly secularized 
world as we do, one need not be particularly 
religious, or even a Christian to apprehend 
the majesty of these paintings—though 
it certainly helps. For instance, Vittore 
Carpaccio’s 1504 Annunciation, shown in 
Denver, is so breathtaking and mesmerizing 
in detail and scope, from the tricolor striations 
of the Angel Gabriel’s wings, to the peacock 
strolling in the garden, to the shadowy pillow 
on Mary’s bed, that any viewer is awestruck 
by the sheer spectacle and panoply of detail. 
Titian’s Madonna and Child (1513), with its yards 
of cascading crimson silk on Mary’s gown and 
the burnished gold of Saint Catherine’s ringlets 
are so ripe with sensual detail that one can 
imagine the indignation (and perhaps illicit 
appreciation) that led to the Reformation. A 
well-curated exhibition of art gives its viewers 
a sharp and singular portrait of history. These 
two exhibitions showcase the breadth of 
Renaissance ateliers across two very different 
city-states where the balance of patronage, 

power, and wealth sought to serve the glory 
of God as a demonstration of beneficent 
philanthropy.

Years ago when I was a graduate student 
in New York city getting my Masters in Art 
History, my Italian Renaissance art class visited 
the home of a private collector, the mother of 
a famous pop star from the early 1990s, who 
had a fairly famous collection of Renaissance 
art. She had a rare knack for being able to pair 
seemingly disparate works together in her 
rooms so that they would “speak” to one another 
in surprising ways: an early sixteenth-century 
German limewood sculpture of Madonna and 
Child would be paired alongside a psychedelic 
Japanese Murakami-style pop art painting, or 
a small quattrocento Florentine fresco would 
be perched on the wall by a vibrant sculpture 
reminiscent of Koons’ balloon dog. Religious 
art in and out of its original context helps us 
to understand why a work of art endures over 
time and what can make it so appealing to 
audiences across centuries.

The Botticelli show at Boston Museum of Fine 
Arts, though less atmospherically theatrical 
than Denver’s Venetian painters exhibition, 
thrills with the paintings alone. Botticelli’s 
Saint Augustine in His Study, was detached from 
the church wall on which Botticelli painted the 
fresco at the chiesa di Ognissanti in Florence 
to be brought to Boston. That painting alone 
was reason enough to attend the exhibition. It 
shows us a towering, majestically aged Saint 
Augustine, caught in spiritual rapture as he 
sits to write to Saint Jerome at the moment of 
Jerome’s death, as he hears his friend’s voice 
from beyond the grave. Even in Botticelli’s 
most conspicuously religious paintings, the 
grace and sensuality of pre-Christian art, 
especially classical sculpture, particularly the 
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great Greek works, such as Leochares’ Apollo 
(the Apollo Belvedere), pulsate through his 
frescoes and canvases. Artists who possessed 
that rare and singular gift of transposing the 
quality of incandescent, radiant flesh in two-
dimensional form, artists such as Botticelli and 
Titian, and later Rubens, Rembrandt, Chardin, 
Sargent, and Lucien Freud, capture the 
quicksilver illusion of life that is so essential to 
the power of art and iconography.

Just as Titian’s Madonna and Child was a 
highlight of the Denver show, Botticelli’s Saint 
Augustine, and for me, his Madonna of the 
Book (1478-80) was an exceptional feature 
of show for its arresting beauty and quiet 
precision of detail, clarity, and grace. His vision 
of fleshy corporeality leaps at you. It comes 
as no surprise that his work titillated even 
the repressed Victorians. Walter Pater, who 
carried John Ruskin’s legacy of pioneering 
art criticism further into the realm of stylistic 
ingenuity, brought the work of Botticelli to the 
forefront once again for British and American 
audiences in his The Renaissance: Studies in Art 
and Poetry (1873). For Pater, it was Botticelli’s 
delineation of “men and women, in their mixed 
and uncertain condition” that captured the 
essential humanism and vitality of the Italian 
Renaissance. From Pater’s rhapsody came 
the sensual canvases of the Pre-Raphaelites. 
Seeing the works in both the Denver and 
Boston shows, one cannot help but make 
immediate connections. Titian’s Madonna 
and Child has echoes in a work like Edward 
Burne-Jones’ The Love Song (1868-77), while 
Botticelli’s Madonna of the Book, and his Virgin 
Adoring the Sleeping Christ (from the National 
Gallery of Scotland) resonate in John William 
Waterhouse’s The Soul of the Rose.

Both the Denver and Boston shows awoke 

my sensations and expectations about art of 
the Italian Renaissance. As a graduate student 
my two sources for this period of art history 
(which I found somewhat mystifying—I 
was training to be a specialist in nineteenth 
and twentieth-century American art) were 
Patricia Rubin’s Images and Identity in Fifteenth-
Century Florence and David Alan Brown’s 
Bellini, Giorgione, Titian, and the Renaissance of 
Venetian Painting. What these books taught 
me, fortified by my experience in witnessing 
the artworks in person, is that Renaissance 
paintings, particularly the religious works, do 
not exist within a vacuum: they are intensely 
interactive and happen continuously in an 
ongoing dialogue with their audience. For many 
viewers, the images in the devotional paintings, 
the Virgin, the Christ Child, were alive and did 
things—healed the sick, blessed the bereaved, 
answered prayers. My own cultural and 
religious background (I was raised within an 
enlightened, secularized form of South Asian 
Islam), with its anti-idolatrous, almost Calvinist 
penchant for the power of the word against 
the power of image, perhaps instinctively 
prevents me from approaching these works 
as a devout Catholic might approach them, or 
even someone who is a Hindu or a Buddhist. 
Yet my habit as an art historian, and beyond 
that, my need as a simple spectator, helped me 
to realize that the power of any outstanding art 
exhibition lies in its ability to remind its viewers 
of the monumental. Great art, from an intimate 
Carpaccio Annunciation to an expansive, 
heaving Batoni (his 1737 painting Triumph of 
Venice dominated part of the Denver show), 
or a majestic Botticelli St. Augustine, reminds 
you that you are here. You are on this earth for 
something. That is art’s power—to remind us of 
the rare, embraceable otherness of our world.
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A R T S

JONATHAN GARDENHIRE
Untitled/ Coins (E Pluribus Unum 4), 2017 
Archival Pigment Print
20 × 16”
Edition of 3

Flesh 2, 2014–2018
Archival Pigment Print
6 × 4”
Edition of 3 

KAT YA GROKHOVSKY
Untitled, 2014
Acrylic, pen, pencil on paper
23 × 37”

Big Head, 2015
Acrylic and pen on paper
23 × 34”

Untitled, 2013
Acrylic on paper 
17 × 24” 

TOBIAS KLEIN
Vessels of Vanitas II, 2016
3D printed Polymer (SLA) 
393/8 × 1113/16 × 153/4”
Exhibited at Age of Experience, AIL Vienna, Jan 2017; New 
Wunderkammer of Rococo, SCM, Hong Kong, 2017

Vessels of Vanitas II, 2016
3D printed Polymer (SLA) 
393/8 × 1113/16 × 153/4”
Exhibited at Age of Experience, AIL Vienna, Jan 2017, New 
Wunderkammer of Rococo SCM, Hong Kong, 2017

Glass Mutation I, 2017
Glass, 3D printed Polymer
two parts, each approx. 153/4 × 1113/16 × 1113/16”
Exhibited: Pilchuck, 2017; PDC, Industry Gallery, 2017; Art 
Basel Miami/Aqua Miami, 2017
 
Glass Mutation I and II, 2017
Glass, 3D printed Polymer 
153/4 × 1113/16 × 1113/16”
Exhibited: Pilchuck, 2017; PDC, Industry Gallery, 2017; Art 
Basel Miami/Aqua Miami, 2017

MOLLY LIEBERMAN
January, 2018
Marker on paper

CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER 
Mirror Shield Project, 2016
Drone image still, Rory Wakemup
Oceti Sakowin Camp, Standing Rock ND

ANDY ROBERT
Cross Country D, 2017
Oil, spray paint, oil stick, acrylic, pencil on canvas
1381/2 × 121”

Platinum Blonde SaVonne, 2017 
Oil on Canvas  
40 × 40”

Smoking Gun, 2017
Oil and pencil on canvas
82 × 74”
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M. SHARKEY
Mars, 2013
Archival pigment print on paper 
30 × 40”
From the series, QUEER KIDS, Edition of 4

Jay O.K., 2009
Archival pigment print on paper 
30 × 40”
From the series, QUEER KIDS, Edition of 4

EMMA SULKOWICZ

 WATCH ME MAKE A DOPE ASS BANANA FOLLOW AND 
SUBSCRIBE , 2018
3 min. 39 sec. video loop, LCD monitor and cables, Raspberry 
Pi microcomputer, silicone banana, Japanese fruit knife, crystal 
“bling,” banana charms, banana earrings, plastic leaf beads, 
glass fishbowl, encapso-k, hemp rope
16 × 16 × 14”
Photo by Simon Courchel for The Invisible Dog Art Center

Tea Ceremony, 2018
Chinese teapot, Japanese teapot, freshwater pearls, fake 
pearls, thread, glass fishbowl, encapso-k, hemp rope
16 × 16 × 14”
Photo by Simon Courchel for The Invisible Dog Art Center

MICKALENE THOMAS
Naomi Sims, 2016
Silkscreen ink on acrylic mirror mounted on wood panel
72 × 134”

Maya #7, 2015
Rhinestones, acrylic, and oil on wood Panel
84 × 90”

Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe: les Trois Femme Noir #4, 2017
Color photograph and paper collage on archival board
9 × 12”
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D I G I TA L  M E D I A

ANAÏS DUPL AN
Why Does it feel natural to want to be stable for the lady in the 
mirror?, 2017
Video stills
 
Ode to the Happy Negro, 2017
Video stills

FAITH HOLL AND
Pink, 2016
Archival Digital Print
Face Mounted on ⅛” Plexiglass
31  × 10”
From the series, Queer Connections, Edition 2 + 1AP

Red, 2016
Archival Digital Print
Face Mounted on ⅛” Plexiglass
19 × 21” 
From the series, Queer Connections, Edition 2 + 1AP

Red Plug, 2016
Archival Digital Print
Face Mounted on ⅛” Plexiglass
31 × 19”
From the series, Queer Connections, Edition 2 + 1AP

Green, 2016
Archival Digital Print
Face Mounted on ⅛” Plexiglass
31” × 12”
From the series, Queer Connections, Edition 2 + 1AP

M L AMAR
Legacies, 2017
Video Still 

NICK MONTFORT  and ARIANE  SAVOIE
A translation of Cadavres exquis/ Exquisite Corpses, 2017

by PHILIPPE  HENRI , 1984

Still from Type-in program 

LU YANG
Delusional Mandala, 2015
Video stills
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PAIGE CARLSON
Paige Carlson is an artist and image worker 
living in Minneapolis opening questions of 
bodies with performance and videos. 
https://vimeo.com/paigecarlson

ALAN CHAZARO
Alan Chazaro is a high school teacher at the 
Oakland School for the Arts, a Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti Fellow at the University of San 
Francisco, and a June Jordan Poetry for the 
People alum at UC Berkeley. His poems have 
appeared or are forthcoming in various 
journals including BOAAT, Frontier, Huizache, 
Borderlands, Juked, and Iron Horse Review. 

SANDRA CHEN
Sandra Chen is a junior from California. Her 
work has been recognized by the Scholastic 
Art and Writing Awards and the National 
Poetry Quarterly, and can be found in the 
Eunoia Review and Rising Phoenix Review, 
among others.

ANAÏS DUPLAN
Anaïs Duplan is the author of a full-length 
poetry collection, Take This Stallion (Brooklyn 
Arts Press, 2016) and a chapbook, Mount 
Carmel and the Blood of Parnassus (Monster 
House Press, 2017). Their poems and essays 
have been published by Hyperallergic, PBS 
News Hour, the Academy of American 
Poets, Poetry Society of America, Bettering 
American Poetry, and Ploughshares. Their 
music criticism has appeared in Complex 
Magazine and  THUMP.

BRANDON FRENCH
Brandon French has been an assistant 
professor of English at Yale, a playwright and
screenwriter, an advertising copywriter and 
creative director, and a psychoanalyst. Sixty-
one of her stories have been published by 

literary journals, she’s a Pushcart nominee, 
and she won an award in the 2015 Chicago 
Tribune Nelson Algren Fiction Contest.

CLIFTON GACHAGUA
Clifton Gachagua is the winner of the 
Sillerman Prize for African Poetry, 2013. He 
has published a volume of poetry, Madman 
at Kilifi (University of Nebraska Press) 
and appears in a chapbook box set, Seven 
New Generation African Poets (University of 
Nebraska Press). He is part of Africa39, a 
selection of the most promising 39 authors 
under the age of 40 from Sub-Saharan Africa 
and the diaspora. Clifton works at Kwani? as 
an assistant editor. 

JONATHAN GARDENHIRE
Jonathan Gardenhire (b. 1992, Lower East 
Side, New York) is an artist and cultural 
producer whose practice critically examines 
how constructions of power, value, knowledge 
and social change are produced and shared in 
culture. His work has been exhibited at The 
Kitchen (New York), Medium Tings (Brooklyn), 
International Center of Photography (New 
York), Slought Foundation (Philadelphia), and 
Bronx Art Space, among others.

KATYA GROKHOVSKY
Katya Grokhovsky is an NYC-based 
interdisciplinary artist and curator, born in 
Ukraine and raised in Australia, who works 
in many mediums including installation, 
sculpture, performance, video, drawing and 
painting. She is a recipient of numerous 
awards, residencies and fellowships and has 
exhibited her work extensively nationally and 
internationally. www.katyagrokhovsky.net

MAREN GUNNING
Maren is a writer from Newton, Massachusetts, 
and is the 2017-18 VSR/VR Contest Winner.
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JANE HERTENSTEIN
Jane Hertenstein is the author of over 80 
published stories both macro and micro: 
fiction, creative non-fiction, and blurred genre. 
Her work has appeared or is forthcoming 
in Hunger Mountain, Rosebud, Word Riot, 
Flashquake, Fiction Fix, Frostwriting, and several 
themed anthologies. She teaches a workshop 
on Flash Memoir and can be found blogging at 
http://memoirouswrite.blogspot.com/

FAITH HOLLAND
Faith Holland is an artist, curator, and 
educator whose multimedia practice focuses 
on intimacy with technology. Her work has 
been exhibited nationally and internationally 
at venues including The Whitney Museum of 
American Art (NY), Human Resources (LA), 
DAM Gallery (Berlin), and File Festival (São 
Paulo). Her work has been written about in 
Artforum, The Sunday Times UK, Elephant, and 
Hyperallergic, among others. 
www.faithholland.com 

MARY ELLEN IATROPOULOS
Mary Ellen Iatropoulos is Director of Education 
and Experience at The Art Effect, an arts and 
media education nonprofit. Her scholarly 
writing on popular culture has been published 
in several edited volumes of pop-cultural 
literary criticism (including the PopMatters 
eBook After the Avengers), and she is co-editor 
of the volume Joss Whedon and Race: Critical 
Essays (McFarland 2016).

FARISA KHALID
Farisa Khalid is an art historian with a 
background in global health. Her work has 
appeared in Asymptote, PopMatters, World 
Policy Journal, and the Asia Society’s AsiaBlog. 
She is getting her Ph.D. in English at George 
Washington University.

TOBIAS KLEIN
Tobias Klein works in the fields of Architecture, 
Art, Design and Interactive Media Installation. His 
work generates a syncretism of contemporary 
CAD/CAM technologies with site and culturally 
specific design narratives, intuitive non-
linear design processes, and historical cultural 
references. He lives in Hong Kong and works 
as Assistant Professor at the School of Creative 
Media, City University of Hong Kong.

M LAMAR
M. Lamar is a composer who works across 
opera, metal, performance, video, sculpture 
and installation to craft sprawling narratives 
of radical becomings. Mr. Lamar holds a BFA 
from The San Francisco Art Institute and 
attended the Yale School of Art’s sculpture 
program before dropping out to pursue music. 
www.mlamar.com

ABIGAIL LICAD
Abigail Licad immigrated to the United States. 
with her family at age 13. She received her B.A. 
from University of California-Berkeley and her 
M.Phil in literature from Oxford University. She 
lives and works in the San Francisco Bay Area.

MOLLY LIEBERMAN
Molly Lieberman was born and raised in 
Brooklyn and continues to work in Brooklyn 
as a practicing artist. Molly studied studio 
art at Oberlin College in Ohio and Gerrit 
Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam. Molly 
works collaboratively with the mediums of 
painting and sculpture and her work has been 
featured in a previous 2016 Auto Body show 
in Brookhaven, Long Island. 
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IMANI LOVE
Imani Love is a multimedia writer working 
towards her BFAW at the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Her poetry, prose, and 
screenwriting intends to call upon present 
experience, as well as the ancestral memories 
available to her, in order to imagine new 
realities. Conjure forgotten futures. Imbue 
déjà vu. Stay tuned with her work at 
www.thoughtsandkeys.com

CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER
Born in North Dakota on the Standing Rock 
Reservation, multi-disciplinary artist Cannupa 
Hanska Luger comes from Mandan, Hidatsa, 
Arikara, Lakota, Austrian, and Norwegian 
descent. Using social collaboration and in 
response to timely and site-specific issues, 
Luger produces multi-pronged projects and 
monumental installations that incorporate 
ceramics, video, sound, fiber, steel, and cut-
paper. www.cannupahanska.com

NATHANIEL MACKEY
Nathaniel Mackey is the author of six books 
of poetry, the most recent of which is Blue 
Fasa (New Directions, 2015); an ongoing prose 
work, From a Broken Bottle Traces of Perfume Still 
Emanate, whose fifth and most recent volume 
is Late Arcade (New Directions, 2017); and two 
books of criticism, the most recent of which is 
Paracritical Hinge: Essays, Talks, Notes, Interviews 
(University of Wisconsin Press, 2005). His 
honors and awards include the National Book 
Award for poetry, the Stephen Henderson 
Award from the African American Literature 
and Culture Society, a Guggenheim Fellowship, 
the Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize from the Poetry 
Foundation, the Bollingen Prize for American 
Poetry from the Beinecke Library at Yale 
University, and the Rebekah Johnson Bobbitt 
National Poetry Prize from the Library of 
Congress.  He is the Reynolds Price Professor 
of Creative Writing at Duke University.

NICK MONTFORT
Nick Montfort’s computer-generated books 
of poetry include #!, the collaboration 2×6, 
Autopia, and The Truelist, the first in the new 
Using Electricity series from Counterpath. 
He has done more than fifty digital projects, 
including the collaborations The Deletionist, Sea 
and Spar Between, and Renderings, and has six 
books out from the MIT Press, most recently, 
in the Press’s Essential Knowledge series, The 
Future. He is professor of digital media at MIT 
and lives in New York and Boston.

JAY PABARUE
Jay Pabarue is a mixed race poet from 
Philadelphia. A graduate of Yale University, 
he is an MFA candidate at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst. His poems have 
appeared in Diagram, Gargoyle, Redactions: 
Poetry and Poetics, and others.

LOGAN PERKES
Logan Perkes has published nonfiction or 
poetry in Post Road, Third Coast Literary Journal, 
the Huffington Post, Yoga Journal, and other 
journals. Logan works as a case manager 
for the Texas Health and Human Services 
helping people who’ve had traumatic brain 
injuries or spinal cord injuries gain access to 
rehabilitation. 

BRAD PHILLIPS
Artist and writer Brad Phillips is known for 
work that engages with themes of eroticism, 
depression, and mortality. His paintings 
display stylistic breadth, from text-based to 
photorealist, referring in many cases directly 
to his daily life. Although his work plays into 
the stereotypes of a struggling male artist, 
Phillips is interested in manipulating the 
autobiographical in order to generate a kind of 
dissonance between fiction and reality in his 
pieces.
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ANAND PRAHLAD
Anand Prahlad is author of the memoir The 
Secret Life of a Black Aspie (2017), and two 
books of poetry, including As Good As Mango. 
He directs the creative writing program at the 
University of Missouri, Columbia. 
https://prahladauthor.com

ANDY ROBERT
Andy Robert is balancing abstraction 
and recognizable imagery and enjoys the 
experimentation and tinkering that comes 
with painting pictures. Robert received his 
MFA from California Institute of the Arts and 
attended the Whitney Independent Study 
Program, The Studio Museum in Harlem 
Residency and Skowhegan School of Painting 
and Sculpture. Andy Robert is represented by 
Hannah Hoffman Gallery in Los Angeles.

AUSTIN RODENBIKER
Austin Rodenbiker received his MFA in 
creative writing from the New Writers Project 
and holds an MA in gender studies from UT 
Austin. His recent work has appeared or 
is forthcoming in Jet Fuel Review, Narrative, 
and smoking glue gun, among other zines and 
broadsides. www.austinrodenbiker.com

ARIANE SAVOIE
Ariane Savoie is now completing a double PhD 
program at Université du Québec à Montréal 
in Semiotics, and at Université catholique 
de Louvain in Literature. She specializes 
in the study of narratives and databases in 
contemporary artistic practice. Ariane Savoie 
acts as redactor in chief for bleuOrange, 
a hypermedia online publication platform. 
http://revuebleuorange.org/

M. SHARKEY
M. Sharkey is a photographer & filmmaker 
living in Brooklyn, New York and has been 
making portraits of people professionally 
around the world for the past 13 years. Sharkey 
is currently at work on a fictional television 
series inspired by his Queer Kids project.  
You can see more of his work at: 
www.mSharkey.com

DANIE SHOKOOHI
Danie Shokoohi is a Boston-based writer with 
a BA in political science from the University of 
Iowa. She currently works as a prose reader 
for The Blueshift Journal and as the writing 
editor of Half Mystic Press, where she publishes 
monthly articles on how music intersects 
with things such as lake mermaids, Iranian 
activism, and curmudgeonly Spaniels.

EMMA SULKOWICZ
Emma Sulkowicz (b. 1992) is an American 
artist of Japanese-Chinese-Jewish descent 
who lives and makes art in their hometown, 
New York City. They earned a BFA in Visual 
Arts from Columbia University in 2015 and 
studied studio art in the Whitney Museum 
Independent Study Program. They are perhaps 
best known for their senior thesis at Columbia 
University—“Mattress Performance (Carry 
That Weight)”—an endurance performance 
artwork in which they carried a dorm mattress 
everywhere on Columbia’s campus for as long 
as they attended the same school as their 
attacker. Their awards include the National 
Organization for Women’s Woman of Courage 
Award (2016) and Susan B. Anthony Award 
(2014), the United States Student Association’s 
National Student Movement Builder of the 
Year Award (2015), and the Feminist Majority 
Foundation and Ms. Magazine’s Ms. Wonder 
Award (2015). www.emmasulkowicz.com,  
instagram: @emsulk
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JULIAN TALAMANTEZ BROLASKI
Julian Talamantez Brolaski is the author of Of 
Mongrelitude (Wave Books, 2017), which was 
just shortlisted for a Lambda Literary Award 
for Transgender Poetry, Advice for Lovers 
(City Lights, 2012), and gowanus atropolis 
(Ugly Duckling Presse, 2011). Julian is the lead 
singer and rhythm guitarist in the country 
bands Juan & the Pines (Brooklyn) and The 
Western Skyline (Oakland).  It is currently 
researching and editing a book on the 
Mescalero Apache female initiation ceremony 
with its grandmother, Inés Talamantez (The 
Apache Pollen Path, forthcoming University of 
New Mexico Press, 2020). 
https://julianspoems.tumblr.com/

MICKALENE THOMAS
Mickalene Thomas is a Brooklyn-based artist 
whose paintings, collages, photography, 
video, and installations draw on art history 
and popular culture to create a contemporary 
vision of female sexuality, beauty, and power. 
Thomas’ work has been included in many 
exhibitions worldwide, at institutions such as 
the Brooklyn Museum, Santa Monica Museum 
of Art, and L’Ecole des Beaux Arts, Monaco, 
among others. Her recent solo shows include 
“Mickalene Thomas: Do I Look Like a Lady?” 
at MOCA Grand, Los Angeles, “Mickalene 
Thomas: Mentors, Muses and Celebrities” at 
Aspen Art Museum and Spelman College, 
and “Muse: Mickalene Thomas Photographs” 
at Aperture Foundation, New York, which is 
scheduled to travel to several venues across 
the United States through 2019.

ENGRAM WILKINSON
Engram Wilkinson’s work has recently 
appeared or is forthcoming in Lana Turner, 
Black Sun Lit, The Offing, Cordite Poetry Review, 
and LIT. Born and raised in central Alabama, 
he lives in San Francisco where he studies law. 

LU YANG 
Lu Yang is a Shanghai-based multi-media 
artist who creates fantastical, often morbid 
visions of death, sexuality (or a-sexuality), 
mental illness, and neurological constructs 
of both real lifeforms and deities. Deeply 
immersed in the subcultures of anime, video 
games, and sci-fi, Lu Yang taps into the 
enormous influence of Japanese cultural 
imports on a particular generation in China 
(those born in the 1980s) as means for 
provocative imagination that never fails to 
fascinate, bewilder, and even enrage her 
audience. http://luyang.asia


